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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-1     Log #1170e  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Russell LeBlanc, The Peterson School

In articles 90 through 830, if the wording is not already there, then add the words (or other
structure(s)) after the word BUILDING(S) wherever the intent of the requirement is to also include STRUCTURES as
well as buildings.

There is a flaw in the NEC. The term "building" is used over 1000 times in the NEC, and in most of the
cases the words "or other structure" should follow and apply the same requirements to bridges, billboards, towers,
tanks, and other structures that are by definition NOT BUILDINGS. One specific example I can use is section 225.10
Wiring on
Buildings. I believe that this section is also intended to be applied structures, but the wording "or other structures" is not
in the heading or the paragraph. There are literally thousands of other instances throughout the code that this same
problem exists. This can easily be seen by doing an electronic search for the word "building". In some cases the words
"or other structure" (or similar wording) are present, but in the vast majority where the requirements should also be
applied to structures other than buildings, the wording is not there.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-2     Log #921e  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joe Tedesco, Boston, MA

The term "adequate" and "adequately" and "inadequately" and "inadequate" should be replaced
with terms that can be properly enforced and understood.

Terms are not defined and are considered vague and unenforceable per Table 3.2.1 in the NEC Style
Manaual. They are all "incorrect" 148 times in the NEC.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-3     Log #845  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

Revise the definition of “Ampacity” as follows:
Ampacity. The maximum current, in amperes, that a conductor can carry continuously under the conditions of use

without exceeding its temperature rating along its body under the conditions of installation, and without exceeding the
temperature ratings of the terminals and of the connected equipment.

The ampacity is affected by more general (Chapters 1-4) requirements than those of 310.15 alone.
The requirement of Section 110.14(C) specifically limits ampacity . . . so as not to exceed the lowest temperature rating
of any connected termination, conductor, or device.   However, the exact wording of 110.14(C) is not correct for the
definition since its subject is Temperature Limitations. Also, "equipment" is a more accurate and inclusive term than
"device" since the conductors may also be connected to utilization equipment. (The term "equipment" is defined to
include "device.")

1Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-4     Log #1183  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

Revise text to read as follows:
   Conductors drawn from a copper-clad aluminum rod with the copper

metallurgically bonded to an aluminum core. The copper forms a minimum of 10 percent of the cross-sectional area of a
solid conductor or each strand of a stranded conductor.

The copper forms a minimum of 10 percent of the cross-sectional area of a solid conductor or each
strand of a stranded conductor.

The NFPA Manual of Style requires definitions to be in single sentences. The information provided in
the subsequent sentences is not really a part of the definition; it is further information that is best placed in an
informational note.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-5     Log #1202  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

Revise text to read as follows:
   As used in this , the heat transfer capability through a substance by conduction. It is the

reciprocal of thermal conductivity and is designated Rho and expressed in the units °C-cm/W.
It is the reciprocal of thermal conductivity and is designated Rho and expressed in the units

°C-cm/W.

The NFPA Manual of Style requires definitions to be in single sentences. The information provided in
the subsequent sentences is not really a part of the definition; it is further information that is best placed in an
informational note.

An alternative for this definition would be:
As used in this Code, the heat transfer capability through a substance by conduction; it is the

reciprocal of thermal conductivity and is designated Rho and expressed in the units °C-cm/W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-6     Log #1  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Raymond J. Dezik, 400 Hz Repair

Add text to read as follows:
310.4 Conductors in Parallel.  Conductors in parallel even at 400Hz are not allowed if smaller than 1/0.

Please read and consider code changes for 2014.
No place in the NEC does it have any codes for aircraft 400 Hz power. Before you toss this away please follow what I

am bringing to your attention.
400 Hz power is used at all airports and some military bases. Contractors do not know about 400 Hz power, and, in

most cases will do damage to personnel and equipment by installing as per 60 Hz codes. 400 Hz feeds power to aircraft
in hangars and may have a 1,000 ft pull at 575V in rigid metal conduit with a full load applied the conduit will turn a
glowing red from the heat build up coming from the 400 Hz. It seems that more and more power is needed for the newer
aircraft and a new area of the code book may be needed or exceptions added for 400 Hz applications.

Please investigate the installations of 400 Hz at military bases and commercial airports.
We parallel conductors for voltage drop and not ampacity.
2  #3 cables equal a 1/0 in cross section yet we lower our voltage drop by 50 percent. We would rather use 2 #3 rather

than the 1/0. Therefore, we ask that the code be changed to allow cables as small as 2 #4 in parallel as that is a
practical application and may not fall under the sections Exception 1, a, b & c.

2Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-7     Log #334  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kamalasanan Kunjukutty, Saudi Arabian Saipem Co. Ltd.

Trefoil formation with spacing, i.e. 10 times diameter of the cable.
Observed unequal current sharing from AC generator 520 KW, 220v/127v, 3ph, 4w, 0.8pf 50hz

(4-1/c-300 sqmm from each phase and neutral) note: installed cables as per 310.4.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-8     Log #2935  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dave Mercier, Southwire Company

Revise text to read as follows:
310.10 Uses Permitted.

The conductors described in 310.104 shall be permitted for use in any of the wiring methods covered in Chapter 3 and
as specified in their respective tables or as permitted elsewhere in this Code.
Informational Note: Thermoplastic insulation may stiffen at temperatures lower than -10°C (+14°F). Thermoplastic
insulation may also be deformed at normal temperatures where subjected to pressure, such as at points of support.
Thermoplastic insulation, where used on dc circuits in wet locations, may result in electroendosmosis may result in the
migration of plasticizer between the conductor and insulation. Equipment exposed to conductor terminations should be
compatible with plasticizer.

Thermoplastic insulations, such as PVC, can have plasticizer migrate between the conductor and
insulation.  Plasticizer may drip from conductor ends onto electrical equipment and compromise the equipment if
incompatible.  This change also removes the incorrect term “electroendosmosis”.  Plasticizer migration is not an
electrical phenomenon and is not limited to dc circuits or wet locations.  Working groups involved with LVDC standards
are incorrectly using this reference to disallow PVC insulated conductors in dc circuits.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-9     Log #1912  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:

(4) Underground feeder and branch-circuit cable Type UF
“Underground Feeder and Branch-Cable” is also referred to as “UF”

Suggest that "UF" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to “Underground Feeder and
Branch-Cable” easier and more reliable.

3Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-10     Log #338  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian E. Rock, Hubbell Incorporated

Revise text to read as follows:
Insulated conductors and cables used in wet locations shall comply with one of the following:

(1) Be moisture-impervious metal-sheathed
(2) Be types MTW, RHW, RHW-2, TW, THW, THW-2, THHW, THWN, THWN-2, XHHW, XHHW-2, ZW
(3) Be of a type listed for use in wet locations

Correlation issue.  Per 800.47, second sentence: “The requirements of 310.10(C) shall not apply to
communications wires and cables.”

As indicated in 2011 NEC® Proposal 16-129 (Log #2470) and supported in Comment 16-113 (Log #618), both
Accepted unanimously by CMP-16, wet-rated communications wire and cable do not exist in Standard UL 444.
Furthermore, as also indicated in Proposal 16-129, many seeing the 800.110(B) requirement (for the raceways
themselves that are described in Chapter 3 to be installed in accordance with Chapter 3 requirements) are wrongly
concluding that Chapter 3 requirements, specifically 300.5(B) and its redirection to 310.10(C), also applies to
communications wires and cables (governed by stand-alone Chapter 8) within such raceways.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-11     Log #1897  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:

(1) Be moisture-impervious metal-sheathed Type MI cable
“Mineral-Insulated Metal-Sheathed Cable” is also referred to as “MI” and “Article 332”

Suggest that "MI" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to " Mineral-Insulated
Metal-Sheathed Cable" easier and more reliable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-12     Log #2872  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:
(1) Be moisture-impervious metal-sheathed Type PLTC

(7) Power-limited tray cable Type PLTC
(4) Power-limited tray cable Type PLTC

“Power-Limited Tray Cable” is also referred to as “PLTC” and perhaps as “Metal-Sheathed”
Suggest that "PLTC" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to “Power-Limited Tray Cable”

easier and more reliable.

4Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-13     Log #3293d  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Elliot Rappaport, Coconut Creek, FL

Replace the phrase “equipment grounding conductor” with the phrase “equipment bonding
conductor” in the Articles and Sections as identified below.  Replacement of “grounding” or “ground” when used
separately is covered in separate proposals.

: 310.10(E), (H)(2), (3), & (5); 310.15(B)(7); 310.110(B) & Title
:  Table 400.4 Note 8, (2x); 400.5(A); 400.23 (3x), 400.24; 400.31(B) (3x), 400.32; 400.33 (2x)

This proposal is one of a series of proposals to replace, throughout the Code, the term “grounding”
with “bonding” where appropriate.

As used in the Code, “grounding” is a well defined term and refers to connecting to the earth or ground for any one of a
number of reasons.  Similarly, “bonding” is the connection of two bodies together to form a continuous electrical path.
The term “equipment grounding conductor” has a definite purpose that is not uniquely expressed in the term.  As a
result, there is a misconception that “grounding” will make a system safe.  On the contrary, connecting equipment to
ground without providing the bonding connection back to the source can make the equipment less safe.

The purpose of the “equipment grounding conductor (EGC) is to provide a low impedance path from a fault at
equipment “likely to become energized” to the source of the electrical current (transformer, generator, etc,).  If it is
argued that the purpose is to connect the equipment to ground, then the requirement of 250.4(A)(5) that “the earth shall
not be considered as an effective ground fault path” would no longer be valid because fault current would then be
intended to flow to the ground (earth).

From the conductor sizing requirements of 250.122, and specifically 250.122(B), it is apparent that the purpose of the
EGC is related to connection (bonding) to the source of power rather than connection to ground.  If the principle purpose
was the connection to ground, then the sizing requirements would be less important since near equipotential conditions
can be achieved with much smaller conductors.

The fundamentals of these proposals are to clearly state that “systems” are “grounded” and “equipment” is “bonded”.
The fact that the bonding conductor may be grounded also is secondary to the primary function of bonding.

This proposal proposes changing the word “grounding” to “bonding”, where appropriate, throughout the Code.  It is
clear that there are many places where “grounding” is used to identify the connection to earth (grounding electrode
conductor) and “grounding” should remain.  Additionally, the expression “EGC” should be changed to “EBC”, “equipment
bonding conductor” for consistency.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-14     Log #965  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James T. Dollard, Jr., IBEW Local 98

Replace 600V with 1000V.
This proposal is the work of the “High Voltage Task Group” appointed by the Technical Correlating

Committee. The task group consisted of the following members: Alan Peterson, Paul Barnhart, Lanny Floyd, Alan
Manche, Donny Cook, Vince Saporita, Roger McDaniel, Stan Folz, Eddie Guidry, Tom Adams, Jim Rogers and Jim
Dollard.

The Task Group identified the demand for increasing voltage levels used in wind generation and photovoltaic systems
as an area for consideration to enhance existing NEC requirements to address these new common voltage levels.  The
task group recognized that general requirements in Chapters 1 through 4 need to be modified before identifying and
generating proposals to articles such as 690 specific for PV systems. These systems have moved above 600V and are
reaching 1000V due to standard configurations and increases in efficiency and performance.  The committee reviewed
Chapters 1 through 8 and identified areas where the task group agreed that the increase in voltage was of minimal or no
impact to the system installation.  Additionally, there were requirements that would have had a serious impact and the
task group chose not to submit a proposal for changing the voltage.  See table (supporting material) that summarizes all
sections considered by the TG.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

5Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-15     Log #829  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

Add new text to read as follows:
6) Installed grouped together in separate raceways or cables or grouped together if installed in wireways.

There have been documented failures of paralleled conductors when they were installed in wireways
and were not grouped together due to induction and overheating.  In addition to the requirement of each paralleled
phase conductor being the same length, the proper grouping of A,B,C phases in relation to one another can reduce
inductive overheating and result in a more balanced load between each conductor of a paralleled phase.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-16     Log #846  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

Revise list item (1) of 310.10(H)(2) as follows:
(1) Be of the same practical length, within a tolerance of plus or minus 0.25 percent.

A practical requirement for the length of parallel conductors is necessary to reflect what is actually
accomplished in the field.

We need a definition of what "same length" is. Since it is not possible for the conductors to actually, literally be the
same length, we need to express the allowable tolerance. Technically, the "same length" must be close enough that the
split of amperage between the conductors will keep all conductors well within their ampacity rating.

Given: A recently installed 1600 amp, eight conductors per phase, and the feeder is only 5 feet long. The very short
feeder length would exaggerate the effect of different conductor lengths, so calculations were performed to verify a
comfortable maximum 1% heat/power difference. The calculations resulted in a maximum of 1/4 in. difference for this
specific installation.

1.005 in length will change current by about 1.005 and power by about 1.01. Power creates the heat, and so by holding
the length difference to within 0.5%, then the amperage will be held to within 1.00 plus or minus .0025, thereby holding
the power to within 1.00 plus or minus 0.005. This range is 1% between minimum and maximum. By example, a
two-conductor per phase 200 amp (480 volt 3 phase) circuit might range from about 99.5 to 100.5 amps, with the
(heat-causing) power ranging from about 55,277W to 55,833W. The waste-heat differential created by this approximate
1%, 555 watt (0.667 amperes) differential is small. The other heat-related variables (such as variations in the way the
conductors lay in the conduit, the heat-sink capacities of the terminations, or the materials surrounding the conductors)
are certainly greater than this very small heat-source differential.

As small as this heat differential is, the mechanical reality of measuring and cutting the conductors is practical. In real
life measurement terms:

A 5 foot connection would be held to within 0.3 in., plus or minus 0.15 in. (about 1/4 in. total).
A 20 foot connection would be held to within 1.2 in., plus or minus 0.6 in. (about 1-1/4 in. total).
A 50 foot connection would be held to within about 3 in. total.
A 200 foot connection would be held to within about 12 in. total.
A 500 foot connection would be held to within about 30 in. total.
All of these should be practical and realistic to accomplish with simple measurements, even in the case of a very short

run, or of a very long run with several elbows.

6Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-17     Log #2970  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, Holley, NY

Revise as follows:
(6) Equipment Bonding Jumpers. Where parallel equipment bonding jumpers or supply side bonding jumpers are
installed in raceways, they shall be sized and installed in accordance with 250.102.

Section 250.102 contains requirement for both types of bonding conductors.

7Printed on  11/25/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-18     Log #1756  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Hunter, Las Vegas, NV

Delete the following text:
(c) Where conductors or cables are installed in circular raceways

exposed to direct sunlight on or above rooftops, the adjustments shown in shall be added to the
outdoor temperature to determine the applicable ambient temperature for application of the correction factors in

or . Also delete related Table 310.15(B)(3)(c)
In order to justify removing this rooftop temperature correction requirement, we have to review the

history of how it came in to the NEC.  Mr. Travis Lindsey started this experiment for Copper Development Association
(CDA) back in 2002.  It has been funded by CDA with donations from several wire and cable manufacturers.  The CDA
has a responsibility to increase copper sales in anyway possible.  In recent years, the use of copper in building
construction has been reduced to the point that CDA has been forced to become more aggressive in their efforts.  The
CDA often utilizes individuals such as Mr. Lindsey and Mr. Phil Simmons to help push their agendas.  This project was
started in a residential back yard with short installations of various wiring methods on platforms close to the ground in a
secluded location close to a bright white west-facing wall.  Not a very accurate simulation of actual conditions on a
typical rooftop.  A large volume of data has been collected from this location and was used as the justification for the
FPN addition to the 2005 NEC.  At that time, CMP 6 challenged the submitter to produce additional evidence of the
effects of this issue.  When it came time for the 2008 NEC cycle, the CDA came back with additional volumes of data
that was basically the same information just more of it.  CMP 6 accepted this and it became part of the code.  Was this
accepted simply because they came back with more data, when in fact it was not new or additional or different proof of
the effects of any damage to the conductors? Some panel members have indicated they feel that the panel felt obligated
to accept the CDA proposal because of the amount of data, even though the submitter just came back with more of the
same results. The  additional information along with the original submissions left out a key element:  what is the actual
effect on the conductors themselves?
The first item to consider is that the NEC and UL standards have always defined ambient temperature as the
temperature of the air outside of any enclosures. As an example, the definition of ambient temperature in the UL
standard for panelboards defines it as the temperature of the medium outside an enclosed panelboard. In order to justify
the larger conductor sizes required by their proposal, the CDA was forced to redefine the meaning of ambient
temperature to be the temperature inside of raceways. Perhaps we should now consider the temperatures inside of
electrical equipment on roofs and make sure manufacturers list their equipment for the temperatures measured inside
such enclosures which are not as reflective, have larger flat surfaces exposed to sunlight and are subject to heat rise
temperature limitations. If that were to occur, equipment manufacturers would be forced to increase the size of the
enclosures, increase the factory wire sizes, and perhaps provide larger terminations for field wiring sufficient to accept
the grossly oversized wiring required by the rooftop de-rate requirements.

In order to really consider what needs to be addressed, we need to know what effect does heat actually have on the
insulation of conductors.  So far, the data has only provided the effects on the air inside the raceways.  Has any
scientific testing been done on conductors exposed to these temperature conditions?  In order to perform meaningful
insulation degradation testing, they would have to have conductors available which will perform as a control and then
expose these exact conductors to the conditions described, then retest and evaluate these conductors versus what
normal aging would have been.
If these conditions were so damaging to the conductors, we should have experienced massive failures in the southwest
desert areas where we experience the hottest temperatures within the continental United States.  If these failures were
actually occurring, the CDA organization would have certainly provided this as part of their documentation.  They have
from time to time tried to spin certain incidents in an attempt to tie them to failures when in fact the failures presented
were actually caused by other issues, such as physical damage or overloaded circuits. Pick any city in the desert, and
you will find thousands of rooftop installations with wiring of various ages which are not failing even after decades of
use.

During the years of data collection in this residential backyard, there was no quality control or procedure manual as
noted by the letter produced for the 2011 NEC committee meetings from a NRTL.  (Copy of letter submitted as Letter 1)
This NRTL representative was somehow able to magically bless the data collected in the past and saw no problem with
this lack of one of the basic components of scientific studies utilized by professional laboratories.
An additional factor that has come to light about the method used to measure the temperature inside the conduit is that
the conduits were plugged by sponges used to position thermocouples within the interior of the raceways, thus creating
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separate heat chambers.  This clearly does not reflect the actual conditions under normal installation where the
raceways have the ability to freely pass air through them and out the termination points.  Recently they have contacted
another NRTL for additional justification, and again the data is all about the temperatures and nothing about the
detrimental effects they claim are happening to the wire.

Next we need to review the results of what has been adopted in the NEC and how it applies to wire ratings.  For this
we will make an assumption of a desert area for the temperature ranges. The ASHRAE data for the desert in Las Vegas
indicates 107F as the 2% design temperature, which means that 2% of the hours in summer will be at this temperature
or higher, approximately 44 hours per year.  Knowing this allows us to use a temperature of 110F as an approximation
to simplify the calculations.  If the raceway is installed flat on the roof, we add 60F to the 110F for a total of 170F.  A 90C
conductor is rated to carry full current 100% of the time at 90C or 194F.  However taking into the account the normal
derating applied for 110 would limit us to 87% of the values listed in Table 310.15(B)(16), thus allowing an additional
safety factor for the normal ambient temperatures.  That is the worst case, but seldom do we have raceways installed
directly on the roof, so if we use industry standard roof stands which raise a raceway 3.5 inches above the roof then we
add 30F to the 110F for a total of 140F which is 72% of the 194F the wire is rated for, not even considering the 87%
adder for normal ambient derate.  All the material produced from the Lindsey/CDA work never addresses this; all they
have done is to redefine ambient temperature to the inside of a wiring method and then talk about the temperatures
measured by questionable test methods (no verification by a 3rd party during the project, only 7 years and 10 years later,
well after the fact).  The data that was compiled and the methods in which it was done should naturally raise questions
due to the fact that failures of this type of wiring methods are not occurring.
The NEC states that conductors should not be exposed to excessive heat for “prolonged period of time” in the
informational note.  What’s a prolonged period of time?  ASHRAE values state we will exceed the design temperature
for up to 44 hours a year.  Wire is rated for overload and emergency temperature ratings much higher than the listed
temperature on the conductor and can typically handle several hours a day at 15C to 40C (depending on the insulation
type) above its normal operating temperature without damaging the insulation or decreasing its life expectancy.  In
310.15(A)(3) a very simple statement is made that a conductor's operating temperature shall not exceed that designated
for the type of insulated conductor involved.  Normal derating for more than 3 current carrying conductors and normal
outside ambient temperature limitations are more than adequate to address good design issues, and significantly
exceed the minimum safety requirements of the NEC.

The next issue is what actually happens in the field.  First, let's deal with the cost difference. While cost is not the
primary driver for code requirements, code panel members are required to weigh the cost of a requirement against its
benefit to safety. Cost certainly becomes an issue if the code is requiring something that doesn’t have a life safety
measure and certainly should be considered when the submitting organization clearly is promoting a change that results
in their fiscal gain.  A comparison was performed reviewing the cost of feeding a 225 amp feeder in four ways: under the
roof, ½ in above the roof, 3 ½  in above the roof and then 6 in above the roof.  This took into account labor and the need
for larger conduit, junction boxes and split bolts to reduce the wire back down to a size that could be terminated into the
equipment being fed.  This was based on a Las Vegas temperature condition.  First, under the roof would be
$32,439.81, ½ inch above the roof would be $125,911.24, 3 ½ inches above the roof would be $58,074.74, and lastly 6
inches above the roof would be $48,270.84.  Of course, these values will vary according to metals prices. However, you
just have to look at the ratios of the cost from the various methods to understand the issue here to understand the
reason the contractor wonders why they are doing this when in over 30 years experience of performing work in the Las
Vegas valley they haven’t witnessed a failure of melted conductors within conduit, only failures at terminations.  Some of
the same contractors have started to examine conductors taken off of roofs which have been in place in Las Vegas for
up to 30 years and these have not exhibited any insulation failure or even checking or cracking of the nylon outer on
THHN.  This fact alone negates the research performed by CDA, however that’s not their goal; remember the goal is to
sell more copper.  They certainly could have harvested conductors for testing, however this is a moving target as you
would have to have a sample of the original conductor which has been preserved to be your control sample, in order to
perform testing of any detrimental effects from the conductor which has been exposed to these rooftop installations.  So
the best that could be done is basically a visual examination, which will check for cracking and checking.

Another example of the extremes CDA will go to was a situation in the Las Vegas valley where the local NEC
amendments modified the rooftop installation requirement in the 2008 NEC. The amendment basically states that a
contractor may install as per the actual 2008 NEC language or they could simply utilize 90C conductors, take normal
outside temperature and number of conductor de-rates and support this installation at least 3 ½ inches above the roof
and no further adjustments were needed.  This method was based on the data produced by CDA and in the Las Vegas
area at 3 ½ inches the conductor temperature under full load never exceede194F.  As such, the local committee and
Building Officials felt this was a good alternative.  The CDA took exception to this and obtained legal counsel who in turn
wrote a 6-page letter to every elected official in the valley and stated that a potential life safety threat was being
produced by the alternate option.  This seems to be a gross exaggeration since it implies that every installation which
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was installed prior to their study was ok, however every one done from the 2008 code on is a life safety risk?  (Copy of
letter submitted as letter 2)

In summary, the current code language should at best be an informational note, and probably should just be removed
altogether. It has been a flawed project from the beginning and would never have made it into the NEC if there had not
been five members of the code panel who paid for the study. It appears that they started out with a goal of selling more
copper and then worked very hard to find information to reach their goal.  To date, no data has been produced on the
effects of this temperature condition to the insulation of the conductors.

Also keep in mind we have several different available insulations which have distinct variations in regard to compounds
and temperature listings.  It is the breakdown of the insulations that would lead to the failures, but the study has in no
way proven that the insulations fail on rooftops due to sunlight exposure.  Anecdotal stories are common about
conductors stuck in conduits, which some assume are melted; however if the insulation had melted, the conductors
would have shorted. When asked if the conductors shorted the answer is no, so this condition is easily related to wire
lube compounds used during installation which have solidified and basically glued the conductors into the raceway.
Other stories relate to failures which can be traced back to overloaded conditions or raceway systems failing to provide
the required protection of the conductors and causing further damage to the conductors to the point of failure.

Code users have to wonder how this became code in the first place.  You only have to review the number of copper
wire manufacturers that sit on the code panel representing various organizations, all who are members of the CDA and
funded this project for their own benefit.  This combined with a very persuasive lobbying campaign has led to its
inclusion into the code. Please evaluate the entire picture and don’t get caught up in the tunnel vision methods which
have allowed this situation in the first place.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-19     Log #1780  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George M. Stolz, II, Quicksilver Electrical Training

Revise the text following 310.11 as follows:

Ampacities for conductors shall be permitted to be determined by tables
as provided in 310.15(B) or under engineering supervision, as provided in 310.15(C) 310.14(G).

Informational Note No. 1: (Unchanged)
Informational Note No. 2: (Unchanged)

(Unchanged)
(Unchanged)

Informational Note: (Unchanged)
(Unchanged)

Informational Note No. 1: (Unchanged)
Informational Note No. 2: (Unchanged)

For explanation of type letters used in tables used in tables contained in
Part IV and for recognized sizes of conductors for the various conductor insulations, see Table 310.104(A) and Table
310.104(B). For installation requirements, see 310.1 through 310.15(A)(3) Part I and the various articles of this Code
pertaining to wiring methods. For flexible cords, see Table 400.4, Table 400.5(A)(1), and Table 400.5(A)(2).

Where bare or covered conductors are installed with insulated
conductors, the temperature rating of the bare or covered conductor shall be equal to the lowest temperature rating of
the insulated conductors for the purpose of determining ampacity.

Spacing between conduits, tubing, or raceways shall be maintained.
(Content Unchanged)

(Content Unchanged)

Ampacities for conductors rated 0 to 2000 volts shall be as specified in
Allowable Ampacity Table 310.15(B)(16) through Table   310.15(B)(19), and Ampacity Table 310.15(B)(20) and Table
310.15(B)(21) 310.16 through 310.21 as modified by 310.15(B)(1) through (B)(7).  The temperature correction and
adjustment factors shall be permitted to be applied to the ampacity for the temperature rating of conductors, if the
corrected and adjusted ampacity does not exceed the ampacity for the temperature rating of the terminations in
accordance with the provisions of 110.14(C).

Informational Note: (Unchanged)
Conductors shall be defined as current-carrying conductors for the

application of 310.15(B) and (C) as specified in (1) through (3).  Each conductor of a paralleled set of conductors shall
be counted as a separate conductor.

All ungrounded conductors capable of being energized simultaneously shall be
considered current-carrying.

In a single-phase system, when a circuit consists of a single ungrounded conductor and a grounded conductor, the
grounded conductor shall be considered current-carrying.

In a single-phase system, when a circuit consists of a pair of ungrounded conductors and a grounded conductor,
the grounded conductor shall not be considered current-carrying.

In a 3-phase system, when a circuit consists of one or two ungrounded conductors and a grounded conductor, the
grounded conductor shall be considered current-carrying.

In a 3-phase system, when a circuit consists of three ungrounded conductors and a grounded conductor, the
grounded conductor shall not be considered current carrying.

All grounding and bonding conductors shall not be considered
current-carrying.
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Informational Note: See Annex B, Table B.310.15(B)(2)(11), for adjustment factors for more than three current-carrying

conductors in a raceway or cable with load diversity.
Current-carrying conductors inside a raceway or cable shall have their ampacity adjusted according to

Table 310.15(B). Where conductors of different systems are installed in a common raceway or cable, as covered in
300.3(C), only the power and lighting conductors shall be adjusted.

( A bundle of single-conductor or multi-conductor cables installed without maintaining spacing for a
continuous length longer than 600 mm (24 in.) outside of a cable tray shall have the ampacities of their current-carrying
conductors adjusted according to Table 310.15(B). Cables passing through a raceway shall be considered to be
bundled for the purposes of this section.

Conductors and/or cables installed in cable trays shall be adjusted according to 392.80.
If the number of current-carrying conductors installed in a Metal Wireway

or Auxiliary Gutter exceed 30, all conductors installed shall have their ampacity adjusted according to Table 310.15(B).
All current-carrying conductors installed in a nonmetallic wireway shall have their ampacity

adjusted according to Table 310.15(B).

(Content Unchanged from existing 310.15(B)(2), Tables become
(C)(1)(a) and (C)(1)(b))

(Content Unchanged from existing 310.15(B)(3)(c), Table
becomes (C)(2))

Table 310.16 features the allowable ampacities of insulated conductors rated up to and including 2000 volts,
60°C Through 90°C (140°F Through 194°F), with not more than three current-carrying conductors in a raceway, cable,
or earth (Directly Buried), based on an ambient temperature of 30°C (86°F).

Table 310.17 features the allowable ampacities of single-insulated conductors rated up to and including 2000
volts in free air, based on an ambient temperature of 30°C (86°F).

Table 310.18 features the allowable allowable ampacities of insulated conductors rated up to and including
2000 volts, 150°C Through 250°C (302°F Through 482°F) with not more than three current-carrying conductors in a
raceway or cable, based on an ambient air temperature of 40°C (104°F).

Table 310.19 features the allowable ampacities of single-insulated conductors, rated up to and including 2000
Volts, 150°C Through 250°C (302°F Through 482°F), in free air, based on an ambient air temperature of 40°C (104°F).

Table 310.20 features ampacities of not more than three single insulated conductors, rated up to and including
2000 volts, supported on a messenger, based on ambient air temperature of 40°C (104°F).

Table 310.21 features ampacities of bare or covered conductors in free air, based on an ambient air
temperature of 40°C (104°F), a total conductor temperature of 80°C (176°F), and a 610 mm/sec (2 ft/sec) wind velocity.

Add row to table:
(1 – 3 conductors) (100%)

(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)

(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)
(Content Unchanged)
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(Remainder of Article Unchanged.)

I hope you packed a lunch. Please recognize that this proposal took a lot of time to organize and
assemble, and we'll take what we can get. You've got a few options beyond "reject", and there is a lot of good here to
pick from.

In general, all of these changes are intended to increase clarity and usability, drawing inspiration from 3.3.1, 3.3.2,
3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 of the Style Manual. As it stands, 310.15(B) is kind of randomly constructed, with tables intruding
in the middle of sentences repeatedly. By grouping similar concepts, it should be easier to locate where similar sections
belong and avoid scabbing in new requirements at random in future cycles.

This is as good a time as any for a thorough housecleaning.
Starting at the beginning: Part III: This section is different than the rest of the Article, it deserves it's own Part. If you

take this opportunity to split what I have split into more sections, then this action will make even more sense. As time
goes by, and more tables are added, it may help the panel by eliminating references that have already been pointed
simply at Part III.

Part IV: Let's use Article 430 as a model - they had six tables, put them apart from the sections in violation of the
manual of style, and it's a beautiful thing. By assigning the tables their own part, they will no longer be injected into the
middle of requirements, making them exponentially harder to follow. Again, since the user gets to pick their own Table,
depending on which suits their needs, this actually makes a lot of sense. Direct people at Part IV and be done with
them. Part V: Conductors over 2000 Volts separated out for clarity.

Creating a new section is necessary to reduce the "super-listing" aspect of this section. I think the sections I
have moved to 310.14 make for an excellent preface to the meat of this material that remains in 310.15.

Self Evident, these sections created the move.
This is more general information about conductors that is helpful, but not usually pertinent in the moment

that ampacity is being considered, and rarely referred to.
Again, this is general information and belongs in with the general section.
Relocated from (B)(3)(b). Conduits and tubing are the two types of raceway, so the extra language was

dropped and the title changed.
I have never seen an engineered conductor, this rule has probably got one foot in the annex grave

anyway. The cause of getting daily-used ampacity it's own section for clarity is a worthy goal. If the panel feels better
assigning this 310.15(D), I'd still declare victory over this one.

Since this rule ignores the new section 310.15, as it does not comply with the concepts in new (B) and (C),
perhaps it can cloud up new section 310.14 instead (until you read my next proposal and decide to delete it.)

You boys caught us napping, and switched the names of the Tables. The parent section 310.15 should be
changed back to reference Table 310.16, and so on. Sections with little content but with dozen fewer syllables in their
title are featured at the end of this proposal, and are sufficient to meet the Style Manual. Please, return the Tables to
their previous titles. It is a real burden to type or say "Table 310.15(B)(16) six times fast, which is exactly what anyone
who discusses or teaches code has to do. It's not too late to revert back to previous headings.

Different types of conductors are presented here in parallel per MOS 3.3.5. Note that exceptions have been
painstakingly added where appropriate. For the beginning code user, an exception can help elaborate a rule as well as
the rule itself. By deleting all exceptions out of the 2011, it was not as clear.

Simple declarative sentence, specifically constructed in this manner to match (A)(2) below. Additionally,
this removes any question as to whether both travelers of a set in threeway switching count as current-carrying
conductors. I know the panel has stated that it already said that, but I don't see it in existing text. It's a harmless addition
for clarity's sake.

(Relocated from (B)(5) ) The list is presented in a simple declarative form. The terms "2-wire" and
"3-wire" have been replaced by a clear statement of how many ungrounded and grounded conductors in each scenario,
to prevent any confusion about the roles of the wires. For example, does that "3-wire" include the ground? Additionally,
in general, the NEC uses the term "grounded conductor" and therefore increases the ease of use if this section
complies. If the panel would like to retain some of the information previously included, it can be added as an
informational note. Alternately, you can save ink and change the title to "neutral conductor" and retain the "grounded
conductor" language in the subsections, to make it darned clear that if it counts as a CCC, it's not a neutral conductor.

Also, note the intentional progression of the grounded conductor types, and the very careful choice of language. We
identify the system first, and then describe the circuit, to eliminate confusion and enhance readability.

New text: Previous editions of the code did not clarify the status of a neutral conductor in a single
phase 2-wire circuit.

(Relocated from (B)(5)(a))
(Relocated from (B)(5)(b),) Edited to include the status of a single ungrounded conductor from a
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3-phase system and neutral.

(Relocated from (B)(5)(a))
Exception: (Relocated from (B)(5)(c)) Changed to an exception, as it is the opposite of the normal condition.

Exceptions are not the devil, repeat after me!
( Relocated from (B)(6) )

This subsection is broken into two basic concepts:
1. Conductors inside a cable or raceway require derating by the usual table.
2. Cables grouped together require derating by the usual table.
3. Other wiring methods are derated according to their own unique rules.
The original (B)(3)(a) is a long sentence trying to convey too much too quickly. By breaking it up this way, this section

is clarified. Sure, the rules are essentially the same for both 1 and 2, but as presently worded it looks like any conductor
interior to any enclosure routed close to another conductor is at risk for adjustment. By breaking them up, it is clear that
we are dealing with the wiring methods between enclosures, not the contents of enclosures themselves.

If I have misread this, and you intend for cabinets, boxes, and enclosures to be included in ampacity adjustment (for
example, the interior of a panelboard to count against (existing) 310.15(A)(1) exception), then by all means add new
section 310.15(B)(6) and leave absolutely no doubt.

I interpreted "Where the number of current-carrying conductors in a raceway or cable exceeds three" as dealing with a
raceway with just conductors and a cable with just conductors. I interpreted "where single conductors or multiconductor
cables are installed without maintaining spacing for a continuous length longer than 600 mm (24 in.) and are not
installed in raceways" to mean "where single-conductor cables and multi-conductor cables are not installed in raceways"
because single circuit conductors are not permitted to be installed without a wiring method (outside of a cable or a
raceway) (300.3(A)). The UL Wire Marking Guide lists things we would casually call "conductors" as "cables", so where
appropriate, those changes have been made.

(Relocated from (B)(3)(a)). The first sentence was edited to get rid of a dependent clause. I didn't
understand the "Articles 210, 215, 220 and 230" note, and given our instruction from MOS 4.1.1 to not do that once
(much less four times in rapid succession with no verbs) I interpreted it to be a clandestine message from the Taliban
and deleted it.

Exceptions are not the devil; this one does contradict the original rule, and so is clearer as an
exception.

( Inspired by the nebula surrounding (B)(3)(a)(1), (3), (4) and (5) ) There hasn't been an explicit rule
requiring cables bundled together to be adjusted, it has always been surmised by the MC cable exceptions. Once these
exceptions were deleted, it became even less clear.

This states clearly when cables are to be adjusted.
(Relocated from (B)(3)(a)(4) & (5) ) The wording has been revised for clarity. Since it contradicts the

original rule, it has been returned to being an exception. I struggled with the language, but believe this is 100% accurate
(i.e. both MC and AC cables needing to have no

outer jacket, etc.)
( Relocated from (B)(3)(a)(3) ) "Conductors" changed to "Cables" to match the UL Wire Marking

Guide and White Book, as mentioned above.
By placing these items in equal footing as the other two more common rules, it becomes clear that

they do not follow the common rule concepts. By grouping them in a list format, it is easier to access and apply the
rules.

These two subsections were located on opposite ends from each other before, it makes sense for them to
occupy the same subsection.

They work on the same concept.
Content Unchanged.
Content Unchanged.

Substantiated above.
You can stick whatever language in them you like, I simply stole the headings off the tables

and made sentences out of them. I avoided any kind of mandatory language, as I wanted to avoid unintentional
consequences such as invalidating Tables .17 - .21, or anything like that. This works, in my opinion. Their whole
existence is just to shorten the names of the Tables. Again, creating a Part IV would likely negate this need as well. 430
XIV is a success and this can be too!

By adding a "1 - 3 conductor" row to the table, it eliminates a lot of unnecessary repetition to sections
referring to this table.

Since we have a Part for 0 - 2000V, then it makes sense to create a Part for the remainder of the Article.
You made it to the end, thank you very much. If you accept this with no strings attached you'll likely give me a heart
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attack!
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-20     Log #2231  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Cline, Monterey Park, CA

The ampacity of a conductor rated 0 to 2000 volts shall be the lower of its 310.15(A) body ampacity rating, and its
110.14(C) terminal ampacity rating.

Ampacities for conductors The body ampacity rating of a conductor, exclusive of the terminations, shall be
permitted to be determined by tables as provided in 310.15(B) or under engineering supervision, as provided in
310.15(C).

is

The temperature correction and adjustment factors shall be
permitted to be applied to the ampacity for the temperature rating of the conductor, provided the corrected and adjusted
ampacity does not exceed the ampacity for the temperature rating of the termination in accordance with the provisions
of 110.14(C).]

(1)
"Refer to 110.14(C) for the terminal ampacity rating."

2 "Refer to 110.14(C) for the terminal ampacity rating. "
See 110.14(C) for conductor temperature limitations due to terminal

provisions.]
2:

For the purpose of determining conductor ampacity rating, I believe that there are three components:
1) The body of the conductor, 2) The terminal (conductor end-interface), and 3) The equipment associated with the
terminal. (Equipment is a term defined to include devices.)

Confusion continues regarding the separation of these components: the ampacity of each, the need to determine them
separately, and then limit the overall conductor rating to the smallest among them.

The temperature rating and ampacity of each individual conductor must be found, dependant on its own set of
installation circumstances. Since the ampacity applies to one conductor at a time, singular language is used for all
specific references in the suggested text.

Conductor ampacity rating rules need to be separated into two parts: 1) The body of the conductor using 310.15, and
2) The terminations of the conductor using 1I0.14(C). The body is affected by its conditions of installation - its
surroundings affect the dissipation of amperage-heat, and therefore the ultimate temperature its insulation must deal
with.   The terminations of the conductor involve: 1) The ability of the terminal itself to maintain a low resistance
connection, and 2) The conductor-terminal heat which any connected equipment must be able to deal with.

310.15 should determine the conductor's ampacity based on the non-terminal (body) ampacity determined by
310.15(A), and limited by the terminal ampacity determined by 110.14(C).

The language presented here will coordinate with either the existing 2011 or with my proposed 2014 language change
for 110.14(C).

The overall ampacity of the conductor shall not be greater than the terminal ampacity rating. The terminal ampacity
rating of a conductor shall be the conductor's ampacity at the lower temperature rating of either the termination lug or
the equipment itself. Higher ampacity ratings of higher temperature rated conductors shall be permitted to be used for
31 0.15(A) ampacity adjustments and corrections for the body of the conductor.

The temperature rating associated with the ampacity of
a conductor shall be selected and coordinated so as not to exceed the lowest temperature rating of any connected
termination, conductor, or device. Conductors with temperature ratings higher than specified for terminations shall be
permitted to be used for ampacity adjustment, correction, or both.]
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-21     Log #2911  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan / Rep. APPA.ORG - Leadership in Education

Shift all ampacity values in this table one wire size upward for the entire table.  For example, in the
60 degree column for Type TW and UF, a #2 cable will carry 110 amperes instead of 95; a #1 cable will carry 125
amperes instead of 110; a 1/0 cable will carry 145 amperes instead of 125, and so on throughout the table.

Ampacity is a complicated subject and runs along a continuum that involves complex
interdependencies with the characteristics of  insulation, termination temperature, and conductor material – to name a
few.  Articles 300 and 310 always permit designers the option of use the tables or the Neher-McGrath calculation for
specifying wire sizes.  In general commercial facilities, however, engineering budgets rarely permit the calculation of
more customized wire sizes.  Everyone is familiar with the tried and true tables and, frankly, prefers them.

But in light of the de-leveraging of world economies, and the effect commodity prices have upon the basic materials of
our industry, isn't it time to revisit some of our first principles?  We have to at least leave open the possibility that by
using Table 310.15 as it is now written, that lot of metal is left on the table (so to say).

In order to make a change like this -- which is just an attempt to find a way to do more with less -- many things have to
move together.  I don’t expect the committee the accept this proposal but I would like to see the issue tracking in the
public record so that more experienced and knowledgeable voices can broaden the discussion.   Harmonization with the
equivalent IEC 60364 tables should also be part of the effort.  Whatever findings result from the focus on Table
310.15(B)(C) will likely affect the values seen in all other ampacity tables in the NEC and IEC 60364.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-22     Log #45  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Randal Hunter, City of Las Vegas
Revise text to read as follows:

Conduits Exposed to Sunlight on Rooftops. Where conductors or cables are installed in conduits exposed to direct
sunlight on or above rooftops, the adjustments shown in Table 310.15(B)(2)(c) shall be added to the outdoor
temperature to determine the applicable ambient temperature for application of the correction factors in Table 310.16
and Table 310.18 conductors shall be 90ºC and the wiring method shall be installed a minimum of 3½” above the
rooftop.

The code as currently written is requiring our design professional and electricians to perform up to four
different calculations in order to install any wiring method above a rooftop, and we also are referencing them to another
standard(ASHRAE) which won’t be available to the electricians, they barely have code books.

Table 310.16 is losing its validity when we continue to add more factoring issues that have to be taken into account.
Another suggestion that has come up is to install the wiring methods thru the attic.  This presents an even worse
condition because we don’t have free air in this environment and the starting temps in the attic are the maximum temps
reached on the roof when installed less that 1” on the rooftop.

The data provided by CDA has shown that above 3 1/2” the temps reached are approximately 30ºF above the ambient
temperature.  If starting with a worst case of 120ºF that would lead us to a combined temp of 150ºF.  This is well below
the insulation rating of 194ºF of the conductors called out in the above revision.  The conductors will only experience
these elevated temperatures for a few hours a day a few days a year, and it is my understanding that commercially
available conductors are rated to handle this type of condition without loss of life.

This is a compromise which should make it much easier on the contractors and inspectors in the field.  The CDA
testing which has been proceeding for the last few years has not had a witnessed failure of the insulation of the
conductors.  This fact, along with a lack of a valid third party certification of the testing methods, will just continue to lead
to a foregone conclusion at every future code meeting due to a lack of information.  By making the changes as outlined
above, we are able to have a final, simple solution and further testing of other wiring methods and applications should
not be required as we will have addressed the fact that temperature does increase on a rooftop and have a solution that
allows us to make an installation which should not cause damage to the conductors based on the data provided by the
CDA.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-23     Log #137  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark Lehrman, ABB

Revise text to read as follows:

***Insert Table 3.10.15(B)(2)(a) here***

According to 310.15(B)(2)(a) and Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) (as currently written), a 3f system employing
4 parallel conductors/phase in conduit would have less ampacity of the same size conductor having 3 parallel
conductors/phase .

Example:  500MCM, 3 phase, 3 conductors in parallel would have a total of 9 conductors. When run in the same cable
or raceway, current carrying capacity of each conductor is 380x0.7=266 A, for a total of 798 A/phase for 75oC wire.  At 4
conductors/phase, total number of conductors is 12, and current carrying capacity is 380x0.5= 190A, for a total of
760A/phase.
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Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) Adjustment Factors for More Than Three Current-Carrying 
Conductors in Raceway or Cable 

Number of 
Current-Carrying 

Conductors 

Percent of Values in Tables 310.16 through 
310.19 as Adjusted for Ambient 

Temperature if Necessary 
4–6 80 
7–9 70 

10–20 12 50   60 
13-20 50 
21–30 45 
31–40 40 

41 and above 35 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-24     Log #171  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gerald Newton, electrician2.com (National Electrical Resource Center)

Add new text to read as follows:
Ta’shall not exceed Tc

Ta’ shall not be less than -234.5 Degrees C for copper or
-228.1 Degrees C for aluminum.

If Ta’ is greater than Tc a complex number is required to solve the square root of a negative number.
By the Neher-MCGrath paper -234.5 Degrees C is the inferred temperature of zero resistance of copper and -228.1
Degrees C is the inferred temperature of zero resistance for aluminum.  Ref page 3 of
http://www.electriciancalculators.com/ampacity/nm1.pdf

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-25     Log #389  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gerald Newton, electrician2.com (National Electrical Resource Center)

Revise text to read as follows:
(c) Where conductors or cables are installed in circular raceways

exposed to direct sunlight on or above rooftops, the adjustments shown in Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) shall be added to the
outdoor temperature upper limit of the ambient temperature range selected in Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) or Table
310.15(B)(2)(b).  The sum of the temperatures shall be applied to determine the new applicable ambient temperature for
application of the correction factors in Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) or Table 310.15(B)(2)(b).

Informational Note: One source for the average ambient temperatures in various locations is the ASHRAE
.
The outdoor temperature should already have been selected as the ambient temperature for adjusting

the ampacity of the conductors prior to considering the installation above the roof.  The example in the 2011 NEC
handbook uses the “outdoor temperature” from the ASHRAE handbook that is not always available.  This new wording
will provide clear and practical instructions for applying this section.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-26     Log #540  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Martin Lin, Underwriters Laboratories Taiwan Co., Ltd.

Change the title in the second line down in the Table from "Distance Above Roof  to Bottom of
Conduit" to read "Distance Above Roof to Bottom of Circular Raceway Conduit".

The second title directly above the actual distance requirements in the Table must be changed from
“Conduit” to “Circular Raceway” to make it consistent with the overall title of the table and so the table distance
requirement applies to not just conduit but circular raceways.  Without this change, the Table would only apply to
conduits, not electrical metallic tubing and other circular raceways not referred to as conduit.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-27     Log #1298  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Adam Saine, Stillwater, MN

An Exception should be made to not need to apply the tables Derating factor if the only conductors
in the conduit supply photocell operated lights, or heat tape operated by a temperature sensor.

It does not make sense to have to derate conductors, because of sunlight/heat, that supply equipment
that will not operate in either of those conditions. The conduit should be clearly marked as to what circuits are in it, and
not to add conductors for other equipment.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-28     Log #1462  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Huddleston, Jr., RLH Engineering Consulting

Delete entire section and table.
The section was added in the 2008 Code, after being converted from a FPN added in the 2005 NEC.

There was nothing presented to the Panel to substantiate that there was ever any documented degradation to conductor
insulation during the original proposal in 2005 or in subsequent proposals. The section become enforceable in 2008,
based entirely on a study done by Mr. Travis Lindsay, whose testing was funded by the Copper Development
Association (CDA) - an organization which has greatly benefitted from the larger copper conductors required for rooftop
installations. Shame on Code Panel for accepting non-third-party testing without any other evidence indicating that there
was a problem that needed correction! It would seem obvious to the submitter that if there were problems with existing
installations on rooftops with damaged insulation due to their location on rooftops, then surely the CDA would have
brought this evidence before the Panel and presented it. Yet, none was presented except some undocumented,
anecdotal stories, which the Panel is obliged to discard as hearsay. The testing itself was also flawed, in that the
temperature measuring devices were installed in the conduits using sponges, which effectively block any air flow and
subsequent cooling effect thru the circular raceway which would normally exist. Of course, using this method supported
the fact that those who paid for the testing want larger copper to be installed, which was the goal of the "research" all
along. Normal adjustments to ampacity for ambient temperature and number of conductors in the raceway have always
sufficed to ensure that conductors are not being installed in such a way that insulation will become damaged. This is
amply evidenced by the thousands of rooftop installations in the Midwest where the sun shines many hours a day - with
absolutely zero documented insulation failures.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-29     Log #1654  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Travis Lindsey, Travis Lindsey Consulting Services

Revise Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) as follows:

***Insert Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) Here***

Temperature additions in Table 310 .15(8)(3)(c) were found to understate the actual temperatures
experienced during more recent testing conducted under the supervision of Underwriters Laboratories. The
substantiation for this proposal is the attached Fact-Finding Report (File IN 16969) by Underwriters Laboratories. There
is no significant difference to the measured temperature rise for cables and raceways installed 0.5 inches or more above
the rooftop. The temperatures proposed are based on UL's statistical analysis.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) Ambient Temperature Adjustment for  
Circular Raceways or Cables Exposed to Sunlight on or Above Rooftops 
   
Distance Above Roof to Bottom of Conduit   
Raceway or Cable Temperature Adder 
 °C °F 
On Roof 0 – 13 mm (1/2 in.) 33 60 
Above Roof 13 mm (1/2 in.) – (90 mm (3 ½ in.) 28 22 50 40 
Above 90 mm (3 ½ in.) – (300 mm 12 in.) 17 30 
Above 300 mm (12 in.) – (900 mm 36 in.) 14 25 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-30     Log #1755  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Randy Hunter, Las Vegas, NV

Revise text to read as follows:
(c) Where conductors or cables are installed in circular raceways

exposed to direct sunlight on or above rooftops, One of the following conditions shall be met:
(1) After correction factors in or are applied, all conductors shall have an

insulation rating of 90C and the conduits shall be installed at least 3 ½” above the roof surface.
(2) The adjustments shown in shall be added to the outdoor temperature to determine the

applicable ambient temperature for application of the correction factors in or
.

This proposal is moot if the deletion of 310.15(B)(3)(c) is accepted.
Based on the current code requirement to add 30F to conductors installed 3 ½” above the roof the total temperature

would add up to 140F based on 110 degress ambient, which is higher than any ASHRAE temperature rating even for
the southwestern desert area.  The 90C conductors are rated to carry the current listed in Table 310.15(B)(16)
continuously at 90C which is 194F.  As you can see at 3 ½” above the roof the conductors will not even come close to
the temperature they are capable to carry.  There is a 54F cushion.

As an example, using the measured adder values in Table 310.15(B)(2)(c) along with an ambient temperature value of
107F for the Las Vegas area, calculations indicate that raising the conduit system 1/2" off the rooftop will mitigate the
effects of the solar radiation enough to prevent the operating temperature from exceeding a 90C listed temperature in
almost every case, even when fully loaded. This is the reason for requiring 90C insulation, which is the industry standard
for wet-rated wire. By requiring the conduits to be installed 3 1/2" above the rooftop, we've built in an additional safety
factor which will compensate for higher temperatures that might be experienced.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-31     Log #1784  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Travis Lindsey, Travis Lindsey Consulting Services

Revise text to read as follows:
(c) Where conductors or cables are installed in

circular raceways or cables are exposed to direct sunlight on or above rooftops, the adjustments shown in Table 31
O.15(8)(3)(c) shall be added to the outdoor temperature to determine the applicable ambient temperature for application
of the correction factors in Table 31 0.15(8)(2)(a) or Table 310.15(8)(2)(b),

Conduit Raceway or Cable Temperature Adder
Research on rooftop temperature adjustment in the past year included MC Cable, Tray Cable and

additional cable types plus all wiring methods currently allowed for rooftop installation. This research, the subject of an
enclosed UL Fact Finding Report, found that all conductors in all wiring methods experienced Significant ambient
temperature increases above outdoor temperature when exposed to direct sunlight. The word "circular" should be
removed as the temperature adjustment should apply to all wiring methods.

A Fact-Finding Report, File IN16969, by Underwriters Laboratories has been provided which addresses these needs
and supports the current proposal.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-32     Log #2232  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Cline, Monterey Park, CA

Add a third paragraph after paragraph 2 and before Informational Note No. 1:
Where multiple conductors are current-carryers, but cannot, by design, carry current at the same time, the condition

with the largest quantity of conductors actually carrying current at any one time shall be used as the total count.
This wording is for clarification. Similar to the provisions of the second paragraph, conductors which

cannot be simultaneously energized (i.e., one of the two travelers in a three-way circuit) should be excluded from the
total count in the same manner as non-power and lighting conductors are treated.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-33     Log #2319  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Eric Kench, Kench Engineering Consultant

Add text to read as follows:
The conductors are 12 AWG copper and smaller or 10 AWG aluminum and smaller.

The problem with the above NEC section is that the exception pertains to only one size conductor and
one material type i.e. copper.  All other conductor sizes and materials i.e. aluminum, are all excluded. This section
makes no provision for the other wire sizes and materials that are in use. Since derating factors are used to take heat
dissipation into account the smaller sizes would have to be used because they take up less cross-sectional area
therefore less heat would be generated. As for aluminum, it has lower conductivity than copper therefore the next larger
size i.e. 10 AWG, would be used.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-34     Log #2359  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Add text to read as follows:
310.15(B)(3)(a)
(3) Adjustment factors shall not apply to underground conductors entering or leaving an outdoor trench if those

conductors have physical protection in the form of rigid metal conduit (RMC), intermediate metal conduit, rigid polyvinyl
chloride conduit (PVC), or reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC) having a length not exceeding 3.05 m (10 ft),
and if the number of conductors does not exceed four.

"Rigid Metal Conduit" is also referred to as “RMC”  “Metallic Conduit”
Suggest that "RMC" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to "Rigid Metal Conduit" easier

and more reliable.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-35     Log #2459  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:
310.15(B)(3)(a)(3) Adjustment factors shall not apply to underground conductors entering or leaving an outdoor trench

if those conductors have physical protection in the form of rigid metal conduit, intermediate metal conduit (IMC), rigid
polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), or reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC) having a length not exceeding 3.05 m
(10 ft), and if the number of conductors does not exceed four.

"Intermediate Metal Conduit" is also referred to as “IMC”  “Metallic Conduit”
Suggest that "IOMC" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to “Intermediate Metal Conduit"

easier and more reliable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-36     Log #2576  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Wendell Whistler, Dallas, OR

Revise text to read as follows:
Table 310.15 (B) (3) (a) Adjustment Factors for More Than Three Current Carrying Conductors in a Raceway or Cable.

This change will make the table heading correspond to the changes made to the Table during  the last
code cycle.

Change made from Number of current carrying conductors to Number of Conductors within the table.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-37     Log #2675  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard A. Maddox, Clark County Development Services

Delete section 310.15(B)(3)(C) in its entirety.
This material was included in the NEC with no documented failures of conductors in conduits exposed

to sunlight or test data on what detrimental effects sunlight exposure may or may not have on the conductors. As an
inspector whom has worked in the desert southwest for 30 years I would agree that, yes it does get hot on a roof top but
we have never encountered a conductor failure due to sunlight exposure. If a sunlight exposure were in fact problem,
substantiation could have been documented with insulation failures rather than data generated by special interests.

The data submitted as justification for the inclusion of this material was funded and created by a trade group under
their sole custody, care and control of that group. The testing had not third party oversight other than a pair of letters
generated in 2009 after the completion of the study that pointed out the lack of a Quality Control Manual or Written Test
Procedures.

As the inspector whom inspected the service used for the site of the test I am familiar with the site and it was not
representative of a roof top. The test was placed in a location where there was no shading, the area was isolated on the
north side of a garage building with no air movement from prevailing summer winds and the conduits containing the
thermo couplers that were changed three times over the course of the study as well as conduits being sealed at the
ends to elevate the temperatures.

This section has created many issues other than the elevated costs for an authority having jurisdiction. In many areas
of the country the adjustment required elevates the conductor sizes beyond the capacities of the equipment causing
termination issues. This becomes a much greater hazard then we ever had with conductors in conduit exposed to
sunlight. We can document termination failures without a study.

The roof top study set out with one goal and that was to sell more copper. As an enforcer of the code we have no
problem with enforcing rules that are put in place to safe guard the loss of life, limb and property. When code is written
based data generated by special interests to use that code as a marketing tool becomes difficult to enforce.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-38     Log #2676  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard A. Maddox, Clark County Development Services

Delete Table 310.15(B)(3)(C) in its entirety.
This material was included in the NEC with no documented failures of conductors in conduits exposed

to sunlight or test data on what detrimental effects sunlight exposure may or may not have on the conductors. As an
inspector whom has worked in the desert southwest for 30 years I would agree that, yes it does get hot on a roof top but
we have never encountered a conductor failure due to sunlight exposure. If a sunlight exposure were in fact problem,
substantiation could have been documented with insulation failures rather than data generated by special interests.

The data submitted as justification for the inclusion of this material was funded and created by a trade group under
their sole custody, care and control of that group. The testing had not third party oversight other than a pair of letters
generated in 2009 after the completion of the study that pointed out the lack of a Quality Control Manual or Written Test
Procedures.

As the inspector whom inspected the service used for the site of the test I am familiar with the site and it was not
representative of a roof top. The test was placed in a location where there was no shading, the area was isolated on the
north side of a garage building with no air movement from prevailing summer winds and the conduits containing the
thermo couplers that were changed three times over the course of the study as well as conduits being sealed at the
ends to elevate the temperatures.

This section has created many issues other than the elevated costs for an authority having jurisdiction. In many areas
of the country the adjustment required elevates the conductor sizes beyond the capacities of the equipment causing
termination issues. This becomes a much greater hazard then we ever had with conductors in conduit exposed to
sunlight. We can document termination failures without a study.

The roof top study set out with one goal and that was to sell more copper. As an enforcer of the code we have no
problem with enforcing rules that are put in place to safe guard the loss of life, limb and property. When code is written
based data generated by special interests to use that code as a marketing tool becomes difficult to enforce.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-39     Log #2891  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note No. 2: See 366.23(A) for adjustment factors for conductors in sheet metallic auxiliary gutters and
376.22(B) for adjustment factors for conductors in metal wireways.

The definition in 366 is “Metallic Auxiliary Gutter” suggest replacing “Sheet Metal Auxiliary Gutter” and
“Metal Gutter” with the defined term.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-40     Log #3081  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

Revise the note as follows:
1Number of conductors is the total number of conductors in the raceway or cable, including spare conductors. The

count shall be adjusted in accordance with 310.15(B)(5) and (6), and shall not include conductors that are connected to
electrical components but that cannot be simultaneously energized..

It is understood from conversations with panel members that the entirely undocumented motivation for
the revision in this count concerned enforcement problems with spare conductors being brought into service without
benefit of inspection and subsequent application of mutual conductor heating derating penalties. Fair enough. However,
the change has inadvertently ensnared conductors that are not spare wires, but absolutely subject to noncoincident
loading. The classic example is one of the travelers in a three-way switch loop. There are other cases in industrial
applications where this issue is extremely serious. On e instance wired by this submitter concerned two large, identical
three-phase motors fed through a common raceway that were wired, to save money, to a single variable frequency drive
through an interlocking contactor assembly that precluded simultaneous operation. The nature of the process involved
made this practical because there were two sewage lines for which the plumbing arrangements precluded simultaneous
operation. Literal enforcement of the revised table would have caused an increase in wire size that in turn would have
required an increase in raceway size. This submitter has also wired instances where even an unnecessary count of a
three-way switch traveler would have negatively impacted wire sizing in a common raceway. These effects, apparently
inadvertent, cannot be justified technically. This proposal makes the intent clear and removes the inadvertent problems
caused by the 2011 change. The wording has been broken into two sentences for readability.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-41     Log #3178  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christel K. Hunter, Alcan Cable

Revise text to read as follows:
Exception: Conductors with thermoset insulation rated at 90C or higher are not subject to this ampacity adjustment.

The supposed risk posed to conductors on rooftops is that the insulation will melt when the wiring
method is exposed to direct sunlight on rooftops. Melting can only occur with thermoplastic conductors (such as
THWN-2, THW-2, etc.), not thermoset (such as XHHW-2, RHW-2, etc.). Therefore, excepting thermoset insulation from
the temperature correction required by this code requirement will pose no safety concerns, and it will provide a way for
installers to avoid the difficulties associated with dramatically oversized conductors (such as incompatible terminations
and exorbitant costs of installation) in many areas of the country.

As noted in this excerpt from a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory document discussing the characteristics of electrical cables,
thermoset insulation is vastly superior to thermoplastic when resisting damage to heat.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-42     Log #3234  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark C. Ode, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Change the second level title wording from “Distance Above Roof to Bottom of Conduit” to
“Distance Above Roof  to Bottom of Raceway” to read as follows:

TABLE 310.15(B)(3)(c) Ambient Temperature Adjustment for Circular Raceways Exposed to Sunlight on or Above
Rooftops
Distance Above Roof to Bottom of Conduit Raceway Temperature Adder          °C         °F

The second level title of the table still indicates “conduit” and thus the distance and temperature adder
only applies to conduit and not raceways as was intended by the change in the 2011 NEC.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-43     Log #3361  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Timothy Edwards, Alcan Cable

Delete text to read as follows:
Where conductors or cables are installed in circular

raceways exposed to direct sunlight on or above rooftops, the adjustments shown in Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) shall be
added to the outdoor temperature to determine the applicable ambient temperature for application of the correction
factors in Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) or Table 310.15(B)(2)(b).

Informational Note: One source for the average ambient temperatures in various locations is the ASHRAE
.

This section does nothing to improve the safety or integrity of the National Electric Code. The
foundation used to substantiate this section has numerous flaws and uses circumstances that conductors are not
exposed to under normal operating conditions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-44     Log #3390  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald  A. Ganiere, Ottawa, IL

Add new text to read as follows:

(a) Where the number of current-carrying
conductors in a raceway or cable exceeds three, or where  single conductors or multiconductor cables are installed
without maintaining spacing for a continuous length longer than 600 mm (24 in.) and are not installed in raceways, the
allowable ampacity of each conductor shall be reduced as shown in Table 310.15(B)(3)(a). Each current-carrying
conductor of a paralleled set of conductors shall be counted as a current-carrying conductor.

Delete “in a Raceway or Cable”.  Those words are in conflict with the wording in the section itself.
The section wording makes it clear that a current adjustment factor is required for three or more current carrying
conductors that are installed without maintaining spacing and are not in a raceway or cable.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-45     Log #2226  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John  C. Wiles, Southwest Technology Development Institute, New Mexico State University / Rep. PV

Industry Forum
Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note: One source for the highest expected 3-hour average ambient temperatures in various locations is
the highest month 2% Monthly Design Dry Bulb Temperature from the .

Unfortunately, the reference inaccurately specifies “the average ambient temperature,” rather than a
statistically valid highest expected 3-hour temperature. Of all the data provided by the tables in the ASHRAE
Handbook—Fundamentals, the 2% Monthly Design Dry Bulb Temperature most closely matches the concerns of the
National Electrical Code by establishing a statistically valid, 3-hour operating temperature value to use for any table that
establishes high temperature correction factors.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-46     Log #2227  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John  C. Wiles, Southwest Technology Development Institute, New Mexico State University / Rep. PV

Industry Forum
Revise text to read as follows:

Informational Note to Table 310.15(B)(3)(c): The temperature adders in Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) are based on the results
of averaging the measured temperature rise above the local climatic ambient temperatures due to sunlight heating.
These adders should be applied to the highest expected 3-hour operating temperature referenced in 310.15(B)(3)(c)
Informational Note.

The Informational Note to Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) inaccurately states that the table is based on the
results of averaging ambient temperatures. In fact, the table simply establishes the temperature adder to be applied to
the highest expected 3-hour operating temperature. A revised 310.15(B)(3)(c) Informational Note clearly states a source
for this very data. The Informational Note in 310.15(B)(3)(c) of the is one of the only references to a
temperature data source. Unfortunately, the reference inaccurately specifies “the average ambient temperature,” rather
than a statically valid operating temperature. Of all the data provided by the tables in the ASHRAE
Handbook—Fundamentals, the 2% Monthly Design Dry Bulb Temperature most closely matches the concerns of the

by establishing a statistically valid, 3-hour operating temperature value to use for any table that
establishes high temperature correction factors.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-47     Log #2900  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:
(a) Informational Note No. 2

(1) Where conductors are installed in cable trays, the
provisions of 392.80 shall apply.

(2) Adjustment factors shall not apply to conductors
in raceways having a length not exceeding
600 mm (24 in.).

(3) Adjustment factors shall not apply to underground
conductors entering or leaving an outdoor trench if those
conductors have physical protection in the form of rigid
metal conduit, intermediate metal conduit, rigid polyvinyl
chloride conduit (PVC), or reinforced thermosetting resin
conduit (RTRC) having a length not exceeding 3.05 m
(10 ft), and if the number of conductors does not exceed

four.
(4) Adjustment factors shall not apply to Type AC

cable or to Type MC cable under the following conditions:
310.15(B)(3)(a) at Informational Note No. 2 beginning at (3) the indentation seems to be wrong.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-48     Log #1795  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark Shapiro, Farmington Hills, MI

Revise text to read as follows:
310.15(B)(5)(a) A neutral conductor that carries only the unbalanced current from other conductors of the same

multi-wire circuit shall not be required to be counted when applying the provisions of 310.15(B)(3)(a).
Through the 1990 NEC, this sub-section read, “A neutral conductor that carries only the unbalanced

current from other conductors, as in the case of normally balanced circuits of three or more conductors, shall not be
counted when applying the provisions of Note 8.”

That was changed in the 1993 NEC because, for the purposes of this requirement, it does not matter whether the
multiwire circuit is balanced or not.  (For reference, see 1992 TCR, proposal no. 6-129.) However, the change, while
correct, left the meaning of the requirement less clear. If you don’t already know that it applies to multiwire circuits, it is
not readily apparent.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-49     Log #1796  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark Shapiro, Farmington Hills, MI

Revise text to read as follows:
310.15(B)(5)(c) Neutral Conductor.

(c) On a 4-wire, 3-phase wye circuit where the major portion of the allowable load on the neutral consists of nonlinear
loads, harmonic currents are present in the neutral conductor; the neutral conductor shall therefore be considered a
current-carrying conductor.

Assume that a feeder with a hypothetical 200 ampere neutral conductor. Also assume that the
calculated or connected line-to-neutral load on that feeder is 50 amperes, and that all or most of that load is non-linear.
Taken literally, as worded, the neutral would be required to be counted as a current-carrying conductor.

However, if the load on the neutral were a full 200 amperes, with most of it assumed to be linear, it would not count as
current-carrying for the purposes of ampacity adjustment.

Secondly, the proposal removes an ambiguity from the subsection.  The neutral counts for the purpose of ampacity
adjustment if a major portion of the load is nonlinear. As presently worded, it is not clear whether this applies to a major
portion of the load on the overall circuit, or just the line-to-neutral portion.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-50     Log #1549  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors

Delete 310.15(B)(7) and Table 310.15(B)(7) in its entirety.
For individual dwelling units of one-family,

two-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors, as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7) shall be permitted as 120/240 volt,
3-wire, single-phase service-entrance conductors, service-lateral conductors, and feeder conductors that serve as the
main power feeder to each dwelling unit and are installed in raceway or cable with or without an equipment grounding
conductor.  For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder between the main disconnect and
the panelboard that supplies, either by branch circuit or feeders, or both, all loads that are part or associated with the
dwelling unit.  The feeder conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to have an allowable ampacity greater than
their service-entrance conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded
conductor, provided the requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

Delete entire Table 310.15(B)(7).
Over the last 30 years or better this antiquated paragraph and Table has been a contentious issue,

more recently due to changes in the definition of a main power feeder,  the reference to the 60-degree ampacity
required for service cable passing through thermal insulation, and that the Table allows a conductor to be used at a
calculated load that has always been greater than what we know to be the maximum rating of the conductor from Table
310.15(B)(16).  There are several assumptions as to why this Table was allowed to be used, most commonly a
perceived diversity of use in the dwelling.  When complaints are being made by  homeowners, who have recently
purchased a brand new dwelling, that when the heat pump starts the lights go dim, we realize that the perceived
diversity has evaporated.  Responding to those complaints that the home meets minimum National Electrical Code
standards does not ease their concerns, it only amplifies the fact that we should not permit this situation any longer, and
as we strive to eliminate other Sections of the Code that permit deliberate overloading of a system.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-51     Log #1781  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George M. Stolz, II, Quicksilver Electrical Training

Delete the entire section and table.

This proposal is submitted in coordination with a proposal to add a load diversity demand factor to
Article 220 for residences.

Currently, sizing conductors for dwelling units is an anomaly and a paradox in the NEC. We perform a load calculation,
select a service rating, and then select a conductor while paying no mind to the myriad of corrections that we would
otherwise need to address in 310.15. Dwelling units are essentially being written a blank check, blatantly allowed to
ignore ambient temperatures, adjustment factors for multiple conductors in a raceway, or cable exposure to sunlight on
rooftops; all based on load diversity alone.

In recent cycles, much attention has been made to adjusting a conductor's ampacity based on the conditions onsite,
right in the dwelling unit's “backyard” - NM cable and SE cables. Changes that have been made to restrict the ampacity
of SE cables in 338.80 are rendered unenforceable with the blank check that 310.15(B)(7) writes.

After decades in the code, we are still faced with simple interpretation issues the language and table force on us. We
are left without clear direction as to how to proceed when we would like to install parallel conductors. CMP-6 has made
statements in the past that using the 200A rating to size a pair of parallel conductors for a 400A service is acceptable,
but the code language and Table do not support that conclusion. We are also left without clear direction as to how to
cope with a neutral conductor reduced in size. If I have a 200A calculated load on a neutral conductor serving a 400A
service, may I supply it with a 2/0 CU? The service rating is 400A, Table 310.15(B)(7) is telling me to either use a 400
kcmil CU or look elsewhere – but it is commonly interpreted and taught as acceptable (and indeed, it is sensible) to size
the neutral using the same diversity and Table that gave me my ungrounded conductor size.

Additionally, it is a fact that 310.15(B)(7) is commonly misinterpreted to allow 120/208V systems to make use of it. I
know better, and the clever fellows serving on the CMPs know better, but it is very common for electricians and
engineers alike to see a residential table and believe it applies to all feeders and services residential. It looks like an
unintentional omission to the NEC. Proposals have been made (and even accepted) to make the paragraph an
easier-to-digest list format, but the 2011 still features the same obtuse paragraph that just serves to confuse. A
continuing barrage of proposals to repair this section is also evidence that it doesn't work.

Additionally, it is a fact that Table 310.15(B)(7) is commonly used erroneously to size feeders for panels not serving
100% of the diversified load. I have even heard of electrical contractors getting caught using the Table for sizing of
feeders in clubhouses associated with apartments! If you see a service with a 90A breaker in it, it's a sure bet the
electrical contractor got a surprise. If they didn't need a 100A feeder in the first place, is anyone really losing anything by
applying the appropriate breaker size according to ampacity? If the panel is concerned with the added cost to a 100A
service, then perhaps 230.79 can be revised to a lower minimum standard for dwelling unit services.

Additionally, 310.15(B)(7) conflicts with 230.42(B). Exception 5 in 230.90(A)(1) states that the overcurrent protection
can be provided in accordance with 310.15(B)(6) (sic), but 230.42 does not contain such an exception. Which rule do we
follow?

It has been said that “not conforming to the NEC is not an excuse for amending it” - but that statement pales when
CMP-6 itself cannot maintain an interpretation from one proposal to the next within the same code cycle. In the ROP
leading to the 2011, in proposal 6-86 the panel treats Table 310.15(B)(6) as a bona fide ampacity table, and then
proceeds to explain in the next proposal, 6-87, that the Table does not deal with ampacities. I would agree that it is not
an ampacity table, as it does not feature an ambient temperature standard to work from, and does not have the word
“ampacity” in it's title.

This table is akin to junk food – a taste here and there is fine, but it is in fact too easy to use, and at the same time far
too easy to abuse. I have come to the conclusion that it would be clearest to simply delete the table, put a reasonable
and time-tested value to reduce our load by, and use normal rules to establish overcurrent and conductor sizes. CMP-6
has gone on record in the 2011 proposal 6-86 saying “the conductors of a 120/240-volt, single-phase dwelling service or
feeder with a calculated load of 200 amps will never carry 200 amps.” That is correct, but it is not the voltage of the
circuit that creates this magic. It is the nature of the occupants of the structure that creates this diversity. We can use
this new rule (the companion proposal to add a load diversity demand factor in the load calculation) on all dwelling units,
whether the supply is 240 or 208 volt. Previous attempts to include 120/208V in 310.15(B)(7) have met with the
argument that the neutral of a 208V system carries full current when the phase conductors are fully loaded. This
argument is peculiar, because load diversity and neutral current are unrelated. If we assume that the phase conductors
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of a 120/240V service can be protected at 112% of their ampacity or more based purely on faith, then both phase
conductors could be possibly be overloaded 112%. Why does this faith waver when dealing with a neutral conductor?

In a 120/208 system, the neutral would be loaded to 112% as well, but no more. Dwelling units do not have a
reputation for harmonic loads, so the neutral in 99.9% of the 120/208V installations can take advantage of this new rule
with no practical reduction in safety. The big picture with the existing 2011 text is that people and families produce load
diversity, they are the origin – not the voltage they are utilizing.

In summary, in every case except dwelling unit feeders, we select conductors based on their ampacity as it relates to
the load. It makes sense to return dwelling units back to this standard. Dwelling units didn't have a special table for 80
years prior to this addition, and they will continue to get along just fine without it.
I have provided a comparison of Tables 310.15(B)(7) and 310.15(B)(16), showing the average load diversity factor

currently allowed, 12%. In fact, it should be seen by looking at the analysis that large aluminum conductors were more
heavily overloaded due to the sloppy fix that Table 310.15(B)(7) presented. Reducing the calculated load instead will
provide for more uniform protection of these conductors. Here's the part you're sure to love: if you delete the section,
you'll never see another proposal on it again!

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-52     Log #1863  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles Palmieri, Cohasset, MA

Delete this entire paragraph and its accompanying Table.
I realize that this proposal may be viewed as a radical concept but it may be an idea whose time has

come. Actually this idea is not new (see NFPA-70 A92 TCR). Today’s dwellings are increasing in square footage. This
may be of no significance when one starts a minimum feeder demand calculation based upon Table 220.12 but our
consumer habits are leaning heavily on a substantial increase in electrical products. What house hold does not have the
latest video game or DVD Player? Kitchens are enormous with provisions for trendy appliances bun warmers, instar-
hot, microwaves (two or more), the list goes on. Many homes built today include at a minimum in house theaters, whole
house sound, security and fire alarm system, swimming pools or hot tubs, garage door openers, computers, plasma
monitors, flat screen TV’s in every room not to mentions the cornucopia of gadget appliances in laundry’s, and utility
areas. Today’s central heating and air conditioning units include many electrically supplied add-ons.  Assuredly if these
conveniences are not installed at the time of construction there is a high likelihood that they will be added when the
structure is occupied. Not all jurisdictions require licenses and in many locations AHJs are not afforded the opportunity
of a plan review for dwelling renovations. In my opinion and experience this table is antiquated at needs to go. If one
reviews the recent history of 310.15 (B) (7) it is apparent that CMP-6 has altered its direction regarding the permissive
ampacities included in its table.  In the 1984 edition it was titled “Notes to Tables 310.16 through 310.19” then “Note 3”
did not include voltage or phase restrictions. The text only allowed the permissive conductor sizing for service
conductors and the paragraph included a sentence specifically spelling out that these lenient ampacities were only
permitted for those “conductors which carried the total current supplied by the service”. The 1987 edition introduced the
term feeder and permitted the ampacities of Note 3 to be used when sizing feeder conductors. The term feeder was not
limited to those feeders which carried the entire load of the dwelling. Also the 1987 edition included new language
providing unilateral permission to reduce the capacity of the grounded service conductor by two sizes. The language
referenced then section 230.42 it was in this referenced section that the installer was directed to article 220 and then
220.22 for reduction of the grounded service conductor. Note that the reference in Note 3 did not send the installer
directly to the calculations of 220.22 as it does now. The constant alteration of the language in this section has only
served to confuse the installing community and frankly my experience indicates that among other misinterpretations the
grounded conductor of a service entrance was automatically reduced in size and the calculations of 220.22 are not
performed. Additionally product specifications today (see supporting material from one manufacture) indicate availability
of typical residential service entrance cable (type SEU) with an optionally reduced grounded circuit conductor in sizes
No. 4 and larger. My experience indicates that this cable with a reduced ground is that which is widely marketed and
consequently most likely installed with or without consideration of section 220.61. In 1990 Note 3 recognizes the use of
Raceways, Type USE Cables, and expanded the dwelling ampacities to 400A. Proposal 6-84 (NEC-TCR-A89) wished to
limit the reduction of a dwellings grounded service conductor “to no more than 80%”. The panel rejected this proposal
(action that I take no objection to). The submitters substantiation provided insight to my reasons advocating entire
deletion of section 310.15 (B) (7) he suggested that the demographics of energy consumption was changing, I agree
(see my opening statements) and I suggest they have! Proposal 6-88 (NEC-TCR-A89) deleted the language limiting the
use of the enhanced ampacities of then Note 3 to only those conductors that supply the entire load of the dwelling unit.
The submitter argued that the language was overly restrictive. He stated that it prevented a tap ahead of the feeder to
supply a time clock, solenoid, or sprinkler pump which would create a violation.  The members of that panel accepted
proposal 6-88 (NEC-TCR-A89) unanimously. The loss of that language literally opened the flood gates. The 1993 edition
introduced the following changes. Service lateral conductors were added to service conductors and feeders. Also
language was accepted restricting the table’s ampacities to service conductors and feeders that serve the entire load of
the dwelling unit.

The 1996 cycle saw 9 proposals to fix, undo or modify language that was addressed in 1993 (see NFPA 70 A95 ROP)
in one panel statement 6-74  CMP-6 confirmed that then Note 3 was applicable when paralleling conductors but review
of proposal 6-77 reveals an elegant substantiation that appears to disagree with that panel statement. This edition also
saw a departure of the two conductor size limit on reducing the grounded conductor. The substantiation by Mr. Trout in
6-72 points out that the language which allowed a reduced grounded conductor (neutral) was confusing. Mr. Trout states
that then articles 215.2, 220.22, and 230.42 provided all of the necessary guidance when sizing service and feeder
conductors including the grounded conductor. To add to the mass confusion of this section when applying its language,
CMP 6 adopted the following phrase within Note 3 “conductors that serve as the main power feeder to a dwelling”. One
1996 analysis remarked that the term “main power feeder “is undefined in the NEC. But still this language remains in
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substance although the language was clarified in the 2008 edition to require the main power feeder to carry the entire
load in the dwelling. The modifications to this section from 1999 NEC through the 2008 were minor or non-existent.
There were 7 proposals to amend the language of this section in the 1999 edition see NFPA 70-A98 ROP. When one
reads the 7 proposals 6-76 thru 6-82 one gets the sense that the icons of the industry see a clear need to clarify a rather
difficult section to apply and enforce.

The 2002 Code saw 7 proposals 6-81 thru 6-86 (see NFPA 70-May 2001 ROP). One of the submitters opined that the
wording in the 1999 edition was “schizophrenic”. The recommendation in proposal 6-84 or the 2001 ROP is interesting
in that it addresses the temperature limitations of SE Cable when installed as an interior feeder and located in insulated
building material. Note the comparison to non-metallic sheath cable and the adverse thermal effects.  The 2005 edition
saw 7 proposals 6-36 thru 6-41. The only significant change was coordination with the article 100 definition of a dwelling
vs. a dwelling unit.  There were 8 proposals for the 2008 NEC one from the TCC as 9-7e and the following; 6-61 thru
6-67.The proposals in the ROP A 2007 continue to display frustration with the application of this section. There are two
proposals supporting one from the 2005 edition to allow this section to apply to 3- wire services derived from a 120/208
three phase supply. This illustrates the difficulty in using the permissive ampacities of 310.15 (B) (7). The code panel
remarked several times since 1987 that a grounded conductor (neutral) which supplies only two phases of a three phase
Wye system will carry near full line current. Couple this issue with the tendency in the industry to install a 300A or 400A
residential services and provide a double barrel lug on the load terminals of the meter. From these double barrel lugs
installers commonly use two 4/0 Al (180A per Table 310.15(B) (16)) cables or two 2/0 Cu cables (175 A per Table
310.15(B) (16)) to two individual 200A paperboards.  Neither of these cables serves the entire load of the dwelling! My
experience indicates that the installers like to load one panel with the mechanical loads and the other with the lighting
loads. In such cases there is little diversity of load and it is difficult to tell if the cables are overheating. The editorial
changes in the 2011 Code are of little help when attempting to understand and enforce this language.  I am aware of the
difficulties involved with accepting such a drastic deviation from the history of dwelling service conductor sizing. I
applaud the laborious work performed by CMP-6 during the 2011 renewal cycle but those proposals are precisely my
point. It is obvious through the public desire to modify this language every renewal cycle that there is confusion in the
industry regarding its application. Deleting this table and sending the installers to 310.15 (B) (16) is simple and simple
works.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-53     Log #2156  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Simmons Electrical Services

Revise text to read as follows:
For individual dwelling units of one-family,

two-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors, as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7), shall be permitted as 120/240-volt,
3-wire, single-phase service-entrance conductors, underground service conductors, service-lateral conductors, and
feeder conductors that serve as the main power feeder to each dwelling unit and are installed in raceway or cable with
or without an equipment grounding conductor. For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder
between the main disconnect and the panelboard that supplies, either by branch circuits or by feeders, or both, all loads
that are part or associated with the dwelling unit. The feeder conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to have
an allowable ampacity rating greater than their service-entrance conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted
to be smaller than the ungrounded conductors, provided the requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

The terms “overhead service conductor” and “underground service conductor” were added to Article
100 and used in Article 230 during the processing of the 2008 NEC. These terms need to be added to Article 310 for
proper application of the requirements.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-54     Log #2267  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Julian R. Burns, Quality Power Solutions, Inc.

Delete text and Table.
(7) 120/240 Volt, 3-Wire, Single-Phase Dwelling Services and Feeders. For individual dwelling units of one-family,

two-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors, as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7), shall be permitted as 120/240 volt
3-wire, single phase service conductors, service lateral conductors and feeder conductors that serve as the main power
feeder to each dwelling unit and are installed in raceway or cable with or without an equipment grounding conductor. For
application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder between the main disconnect and the panelboard
that supplies, either by branch circuits or by feeders, or both, all loads that are part or associated with the dwelling unit.
The feeder conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to have an allowable ampacity rating greater than their
service entrance conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded conductors,
provided the requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

Delete Table 310.15(B)(7)
Table 310.15(B)(7) Conductor Types and Sizes for 120/240 Volt, 3-Wire, Single Phase Dwelling Services and Feeders.

Conductor Types RHH, RHW, RHW-2, THHN, THHW, THW, THW-2, THWN, XHHW, XHHW-2, SE, USE, USE-2.
The original concept for this section and table was to take into consideration some aspect of diversity.

(Introduced into NEC around 1978) Over time this section has caused controversy in the field as to what constitutes a
main power feeder. In the 1993 NEC this section only referenced service-entrance conductors the term power feeder
was added in the 1996 NEC and the 1999 NEC a main power feeder was referred to as a feeder(s) between the main
disconnect and the "lighting and appliance branch-circuit panelboard(s)". Based on present methods of calculating the
size of a service on a one-family, two-family and a multifamily dwelling either using the standard method or the optional
method there is allowances for demand. Furthermore if you install a panel on the exterior of a dwelling that is SE rated
and it has a 125 amp main CB feeding and inside lighting and appliance panel rated at 125 amps Section 310.15(B)(7)
permits the utilization of a #2 copper of 1/0 aluminum SER style cable installed between the outside and inside panels.
However if you install a circuit breaker in the outside panel to feed the outdoor HVAC unit along with the 125 Amp CB
feeding the inside panel, most AHJ's require the cable between these two panels to now be 1/0 copper of 3/0 aluminum
SER cable based on the 60 degree centigrade per Section 338.10(B)(4)(a). By removing this section and table would
make it clear that Table 310.15(B)(16) applies and all confusion of "main power feeder" is removed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-55     Log #2292  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ron Chilton, Raleigh, NC

Delete text to read as follows:
For individual dwelling units of one-family,

two-family, and multifamily dwellings,conductors, as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7) shall be permitted as 120/240 volt,
3-wire, single-phase service entrance conductors, service lateral conductors, and feeder conductors that serve as the
main power feeder to each dwelling unit and are installed in raceway or cable with or without an equipment grounding
conductor. For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder between the main disconnect and
the panelboard that supplies, either by branch circuit or feeders, or both, all loads that are part or associated with the
dwelling unit, The feeder conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to have an allowable ampacity greater than
their service-entrance conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded
conductor, provided the requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

Delete entire Table 310.15(B)(7).
Over the last 30 years or better this antiquated paragraph and Table has been a contentious issue,

more recently do to changes in the definition of a main power feeder, the reference to the 60-degree ampacity required
for service cable passing through thermal insulation, and that the Table allows a conductor to be used at a calculated
load that has always been greater than what we know to be the maximum rating of the conductor from Table
310.15(B)(16). There are several assumptions as to why this Table was allowed to be used, most commonly a
perceived diversity of use in the dwelling. When complaints are being made by homeowners, who have recently
purchased a brand new dwelling, that when the heat pump starts the lights go dim, we realize that the perceived
diversity has evaporated. Responding to those complaints that the home meets minimum National Electrical Code
standards does not ease their concerns, it only amplifies the fact that we should not permit this situation any longer, and
we strive to eliminate other Sections of the Code that permit deliberate overloading of a system.
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6-56     Log #2940  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dave Mercier, Southwire Company

Delete the following text:
 For individual dwelling units of one-family,

two-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors, as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7), shall be permitted as 120/240-volt,
3-wire, single-phase service-entrance conductors, service-lateral conductors, and feeder conductors that serve as the
main power feeder to each dwelling unit and are installed in raceway or cable with or without an equipment grounding
conductor. For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder between the main disconnect and
the panelboard that supplies, either by branch circuits or by feeders, or both, all loads that are part or associated with
the dwelling unit. The feeder conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to have an allowable ampacity rating
greater than their service-entrance conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the
ungrounded conductors, provided the requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.  

****Insert Table 310.15(B)(7) Here****

Delete allowance for conductor size reduction in 310.15(B)(7).  New electrical loads such as tank-less
hot water heaters and electrical vehicles result in peak loads and continues loads that did not exist when the table was
first introduced to the Code.  Article 220 is the appropriate location to include these reduced sizes, if appropriate, based
on residential load calculations.  Panel 2 should add the allowances found in 310.15(B)(7) if the size reduction is
determined to be appropriate.
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Table 310.15(B)(7)  Conductor Types and Sizes for 120/240-Volt, 3-Wire, Single-Phase Dwelling Services and Feeders. Conductor 
Types RHH, RHW, RHW-2, THHN, THHW, THW, THW-2, THWN, THWN-2, XHHW, XHHW-2, SE, USE, USE-2   

  Conductor (AWG or kcmil) 
Service or Feeder Rating (Amperes)   Copper     Aluminum or Copper-Clad Aluminum   

100   4   2   

110   3   1   

125   2   1/0   

150   1   2/0   

175   1/0   3/0   

200   2/0   4/0   

225   3/0   250   

250   4/0   300   

300   250   350   

350   
400 

350 
400   

500   
600 
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6-57     Log #3082  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

Revise as follows:

(a) For individual dwelling units of one-family, two-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors, as listed in Table
310.15(B)(7), shall be permitted in the following as for 120/240-volt, 3-wire, single-phase service-entrance conductors,
service-lateral conductors, and feeder conductors that serve as the main power feeder to each dwelling unit and that are
installed in raceway or cable with or without an equipment grounding conductor. applications where the conductors carry
the total load of the dwelling unit, including all loads that are part of or associated with that dwelling unit:

(1) Service-entrance conductors
(2) Underground service conductors
(3) Feeder conductors
For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder between the main disconnect and the

panelboard that supplies, either by branch circuits or feeders, or both, all loads that are part of or associated with the
dwelling unit. The

(b) Feeder conductors to an individual dwelling unit shall not be required to have an allowable ampacity rating greater
than their service entrance conductors after adjustments and corrections that exceeds the rating that would apply to
conductors of the same material selected from Table 310.15(B)(7) and applied under the same conditions of use.

(c) The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded conductors, provided the
requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

This proposal largely resulted from the attempt of the submitter to solve the plethora of editorial issues
that arose at the ROC meeting for the 2011 cycle. Unfortunately the work was based on an understanding that the panel
would be working from Comment 6-61, which turned out to be incorrect. The action instead focused on Comment 6-55
and given the time constraints it was too difficult to shift gears. For this cycle the submitter is once again presenting a
reformatted 310.15(B)(7) (informed by former Comment 6-61 but with significant technical differences that were raised
at the ROC meeting). The submitter agrees with all issues raised by the negative comments on the ROC ballot, and
believes that this formatting resolves those issues .

This proposal incorporates the following technical assumptions:
1. The conductors must see the entire load of a dwelling unit, including associated loads such as for a detached

garage. Removing an air-conditioner from a load profile obviously reduces the load. It also increases the intensity of the
load that remains on the feeder, and thereby works to undermine the validity of the ampacity values allowed in this
section. The load that remains on those conductors will be the subject of a new load calculation reflecting the actual
connected load that remains. This process of load shedding could continue until there was only a single load left, that
might even run continuously. Under the panel action, these special ampacities will apply even to this single load,
provided the installation is residential. The panel statement on Proposal 6-61 in the 2008 code cycle was completely
correct, namely: “It is the panel’s intent that this allowance apply only to conductors carrying 100% of the dwelling unit’s
diversified load.”

2. Although residential in character, the collective load of a multifamily dwelling will be calculated differently and may
not have the diversity, after the applications of relevant Article 220 demand factors, of an individual dwelling unit load.
The rule has been based on those individual applications and no technical substantiation has been presented to support
broadening the application.

3. The distribution will be only 120/240-volt single phase, and never two phase wires plus a neutral of a 208Y/120-volt
three-phase distribution. These distributions result in essentially fully loaded neutrals. In effect, this rule might, in part, be
considered a bonus for having no more than two wires fully loaded at any one time, in contrast to conventional ampacity
tables that consider three wires to be fully loaded in making an ampacity evaluation. A 120/208-volt feeder does not
benefit from this consideration.

4. Feeder conductors have never been required to be larger than the service conductors that supply them, in principle.
However, at the panel ROC meeting, there was considerable discussion regarding what the concept of “larger” actually
meant. The NEC has never squarely addressed this topic. For example, if a feeder to an individual dwelling unit passes
through a high temperature ambient, or is grouped with other conductors, and therefore requires (or ought to require)
adjustment to accommodate the conditions of use. In such cases,  it seems technically justified to begin the adjustment
process with the 310.15(B)(7) values. For example, suppose four aluminum 150A dwelling-unit feeders in a multifamily
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dwelling use a common raceway to exit a multi-metering assembly. This would be eight countable conductors (derating
factor 0.7), and the usual termination requirements assign a 75°C maximum rating. The base value from Table
310.15(B)(7) adjusted for the conditions of use would be 150A/0.7 = 214A. A 250 kcmil  XHHW has a normal ampacity
of only 205A , but would be permitted in this case because the comparison will be to the Table 310.15(B)(7) value of
225A. This is completely technically justified. A conductor that for these applications is a 225A conductor is clearly
adequate when the conditions of use for a 150A feeder with the same load profile require an ampacity of 214A. And the
size result is still the customary one size difference [Table 310.15(B)(7): 250 kcmil; Table 310.15(B)(16): 300 kcmil]. The
way this proposal is written, “larger” means larger in terms of ampacity as adjusted in the usual manner for conditions of
use. In this sense the 250 kcmil feeder is the same size as the 2/0 aluminum feeder size usually associated with the
150A dwelling application, and would be permitted.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-58     Log #3177  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christel K. Hunter, Alcan Cable

Revise text to read as follows:
For individual dwelling units of one family,

two-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors, as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7), shall be permitted as 120/240-volt,
3-wire, single-phase service-entrance conductors, and service-lateral conductors, and feeder conductors that serve as
the main power feeder to each dwelling unit and are installed in raceway or cable with or without an equipment
grounding conductor. For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder between the main
disconnect and the panelboard that supplies, either by branch circuits or by feeders, or both, all loads that are part or
associated with the dwelling unit. The feeder conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to have an allowable
ampacity rating greater than their service-entrance conductors.

The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded conductors, provided the requirements
of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

The deletion of “3-wire” is in accordance with the decision made by CMP-6 in the 2011 code cycle,
when it was deemed to be superfluous to the code requirements.

The deletion of the language referring to feeder conductors is intended to settle the years-long difficulties CMP-6 has
faced in dealing with the application of this code section.   By deleting the references to feeder conductors in this code
requirement, the allowance for service conductor sizing remains as it has been for decades. The conductor sizing in
Table 310.15(B)(7) has proven to be adequate and safe for service conductor sizing for these installations.
The debate always centers around feeder conductor sizing. Because of the variety of installation methods in dwellings,
questions about sizing of feeder conductors can become quite convoluted. The current language (which is the same as
that adopted in the 2008 NEC) has resulted in many installations where feeder conductors are significantly larger than
the service conductors, even when the feeder conductors serve much smaller loads and do not experience any adverse
conditions that would require the larger sizing. By deleting the language here, code users would refer to Article
215.2(A)(4) for direction in sizing feeder conductors for dwellings. A companion proposal has been submitted to update
the language in 215.2(A)(4) should this proposal be accepted.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-59     Log #3411  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Platt, Middle Atlantic Inspections Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
For application of this section, the main power feeder(s) shall be the feeder(s) between the main disconnect(s) and the

panelboard(s) that supplies, either by branch circuits or by feeders, or both, all loads that are part or associated with the
dwelling unit.

The current wording insinuates that Table 310.15(B)(7) may only be used with a dwelling unit were
there is a single disconnect and single feeder. Larger dwellings require multiple service disconnect as permitted by
230.71 and multiple feeders to multiple panel boards to serve all the loads that are part of or associated with the
dwelling. Whether installed with a trough and installing up to six disconnects or installing a main panel board with
multiple feeder overcurrent devices protecting multiple feeders, Table 310.15(B)(7) should be able to be used for these
feeder conductors as well.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-60     Log #3428  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Platt, Middle Atlantic Inspections Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
(7)120/240 or 208Y/120-volt 3-wire, Single Phase Dwelling Services and Feeders. For individual dwelling units of

one-family, and multifamily dwellings, conductors as listed in Table 310.15(B)(7) shall be permitted as 120/240-volt,
3-wire, single phase or 208Y/120-volt 3-wire, single-phase with the grounded (neutral) conductor meeting the
requirements of 220.61(C) as service entrance conductors, service- lateral conductors,... The grounded conductor of a
120/240-volt 3-wire, single phase installation shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded conductors, provided
the requirements of 215.2, 220.61, and 230.42 are met.

This would allow conductor sizes listed in Table 310.15(B)(7) to be used in 208Y120 volt installations
as well as 120/240 volt while taking into consideration the requirement of prohibiting the reduction of the grounded
(neutral) conductor when supplied by 208Y/120 volt. Article 220.82 already recognizes single phase 3-wire feeder and a
service conductors supplied from a 208Y/120 system which directs us to 220.61 for neutral load calculations. Article
220.61 provides direction for permitted or prohibited reduction of the grounded (neutral) conductor...

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-61     Log #468  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mario L. Mumfrey, Inspection Bureau Inc.

Add text to read as follows:
Exception: Service/Main Power Feeder supplying common area branch circuits of a two family dwelling or multi-family

dwelling units only, and with no other loads as covered under the limitations of 210.25(B), shall be permitted to use the
values of allowable ampacity for conductor sizing in Table 310.15(B)(7).

Many of these dwelling unit common areas have limited loads on the "house" loadcenter. They supply
circuits for lighting, laundry and HVAC. Providing there are "no" non-residential spaces such as office or store fronts or
loads such as emergency or egress lighting or fire alarm circuits etc., that may also share this common area with
dwelling units, it then should be permitted to allow the use of Table 310.15(B)(7).

These common areas, in many cases, are basically all part of the same overall dwelling design and should be afforded
the same consideration for conductor sizing as 120/240v single phase dwelling services and feeders.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-62     Log #1952  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan  R. Althouse, Michigan State University

Move the current carrying capacity of bare copper and bare aluminum bars from 366.23(A) to a
new 310.15(B)(8).  Also add a new exception to deal with listed electrical products that may not meet this requirement.
The new material would then read as follows:

The current carried continuously for bare bars in metal enclosures shall not
exceed 1.55 amperes/mm2 (1000 amperes/in2) of cross section of the conductor for copper bars, and 1.09 amperes/mm2

(700 amperes/in2) of cross section of the conductor for aluminum bars.

Presently, this ampere rating information for copper and aluminum bars is used in 366.23(A) and also
in 669.5.  In 366.23(A) the heading does not indicate the presence of this information in the subsection.  The ampere
rating of copper and aluminum bars is hard to find.  There are time when this information is needed and since it is
presently referenced in more than one article, it should be moved to 310.15 where is can be easily found.  The words
“metal enclosure” was used in this proposal since this was part of the original intent of the metal bar current rating.  If
this proposal is accepted, then 310.15(B)(8) would be referenced in 366.23(A) and 669.5.  See companion proposals.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-63     Log #2245  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven R. Musial, II, CJL Engineering

Add the following note at the end of the title block:
(Note: For electrical systems at or below 600 volts, use only the 60°C and 75°C columns per Temperature Llimitations

Article 110.14(C)(1)(a) and (C)(1)(b). The 90°C column applies to electrical systems in excess of 600 volts.)
There is much confusion regarding the 90°C column in this table.  Lack of understanding can result in

improperly sized conductors in electrical system sat and below 600 volts.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-64     Log #1933  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas Guida, TJG Services, Inc. / Rep. CommScope Broadband Products

Add the following new columns to Table 310.15(B)(21):

***Insert Table 310.15(B)(21) Here***
Copper –clad steel conductors have been widely and effectively used in utility applications. The IEEE

Standard for Qualifying Permanent Connections Used in Substation Grounding (IEEE 837) includes testing for
copper-clad steel. The UL 467 Standard for Grounding and Bonding Equipment includes provisions for copper-clad steel
for grounding rod electrodes to be directly buried in earth. Copper-clad steel conductors are stronger than copper or
aluminum conductors. Copper-clad steel conductors are much less valuable as scrap and therefore much less likely to
be stolen in systems where they may be exposed to the public. The ampacity values were calculated using the same
formulas used to calculate the values for copper and AAC Aluminum conductors in the present table.

I have provide  fusing current tables for 40 and 30 percent conductivity copper-clad steel compared to copper
demonstrate the ability of these conductors to withstand those currents. Also provided is a report that details the testing
on which these tables are based.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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 70/L1933/Tb 310.15(B)(21)/A2013/ROP 

 
 
                         CCS Copper-Clad Steel Conductors CCS                                        ll                       Copper-Clad Steel Conductors) 
                                               (40% Conductivity)                                                       ll                                 (30% Conductivity) 
                   
 Bare      Covered   Bare     Covered    
                   

AWG or  kcmil* Amperes AWG or kcmil Amperes AWG or kcmil Amperes AWG or kcmil Amperes 

           6AWG 79   6 83   6 68   6 72  
 4 98             4 104      4  85     4  90  
 2 132             2 139       2  115     .2                     121  

          72kcmil 140   72 147   72 121   72 127  
91 162   91 170   91 140   91 148  
115 189   115 199   115 164   115 172  
145 220   145 232   145 191   145 201  
183 256   183 269   183 221   183 233  
/231 297   /231 313             231 257   /231 271  
248 311   248 327   248 269   248 283  
292 345   292 363   292 299   292 315  
313 360   313 379   313 312   313 328  
395 417   395 439   395 361   395 380  
498 487   498 513   498 422   498 444  
628 562   628 591   628 486   628 512  

                   
                   

Note:                   
The kcmil sizes 72 kcmil and larger correspond to the conductor constructions that are manufactured. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-65     Log #1955  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan  R. Althouse, Michigan State University

Move Table 522.22 from Article 522 to become Table 310.15(B)(22) in Article 310.
Copper wires 16 AWG and smaller are used for many types of control circuits and current carrying

capacity information is not provided in Article 310.  Table 310.15(B)(16) does not give ampere ratings for size 16 and 18
AWG conductors for common applications.  This table contains ampere rating information for copper wires that is useful
in applications other than control systems for permanent amusement attractions.

Note: A copy of this proposal has also been sent to Code-Making Panel 15 for action and review on Table 522.22.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-66     Log #172  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gerald Newton, electrician2.com (National Electrical Resource Center)

Add new text to read as follows:
= dc resistance of One foot of conductor in micro ohms at temperature

A change was made to the 2011 NEC to add 103 amperes to make this equation more accurate but an
additional requirement for this equation to provide kiloamperes is that the resistance units be micro ohms and that this
resistance be for one foot of the conductor at temperature TC.

See example of N-M Calculation.
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-67     Log #2246  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven R. Musial, II, CJL Engineering

Add text to read as follows:
Let × = minimum Table 310.15(B)(16) Conductor Ampacity
Let FLA = conductor full load amps
Let TCF = Temperature correction factor per Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) and Table 310.15(B)(3)(c), if applicable
Let CCCF = current carrying conductors factor per Table 310.15(B)(3)(a)
Conductor Sizing Equation:
(TCF)(CCCF)( )≥
1.00 FLA for non-continuous loads or 1.25 FLA for continuous loads.
a) Solve for as an inequality.
b) Go to either the 60°C or 75° C ampacity column in Table 310.15(B)(16) while adhering to the Temperature

Limitations Article 110.14(C)(1)(a) or 110.14(C)(1)(6) as applicable.
c) Select the minimum conductor ampacity from the appropriate temperature column in Table 310.15(B)(16). At this

point, × becomes an equality.
d) Using only the left side of the above equation, substitute the minimum conductor ampacity value for , multiply by

the appropriate derating factors, and determine the derated ampacity of the conductor selected.
e) Use Art. 240.6 to protect the conductor at it's derated ampacity.
Note:1)  In the equation above,TCF = 1 if the electrical system ambient temperature is between 26°C and 30°C,

inclusive.
2) In the equation above, CCCF-1 if there are no more than three current carrying conductors in a raceway, cable, or

direct buried in earth.
This method of conductor sizing and overcurrent protection sizing at a conductor's derated ampacity

provides an accurate way of branch circuit and feeder sizing for electrical systems at  and below 600 volts.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-68     Log #1770  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas F. Mueller, Southern Company

Add text to read as follows:
(1) Ampacities shown are for shields grounded at multiple points except that ampacities shown in

Table 310.60(C)(69), Table 310.60(C)(70), Table 310.60(C)(81), and Table 310.60(C)(82) are for cable with shields
grounded at one point only.  Where shields for those cables are grounded at more than one point, ampacities shall be
adjusted to take into consideration the heating due to shield currents.

Current version of the NEC leaves the reader to infer or guess that tables are based on grounded
shields at both ends.  Insertion of the proposed wording will eliminate doubt, as the majority of the tables (those not
listed as exceptions) already show reduced ampacity to account for the losses due to shield currents.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-69     Log #178  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gerald Newton, electrician2.com (National Electrical Resource Center)

Revise text to read as follows:
= dc resistance of One foot of conductor in micro ohms at temperature .

A change was made to the 2011 NEC to add x 103 amperes to make this equation more accurate but
an additional requirement for this equation is that the resistance units be micro ohms and that this resistance be for one
foot of the conductor at temperature TC.

Ref:
http://www.electrician2.com/articles/ampacity.htm
http://www.electriciancalculators.com/ampacity/nm1.pdf

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-70     Log #966  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James T. Dollard, Jr., IBEW Local 98

Change title from 600V to 1000V - Currently NEC completely void in conductor types between
600V and 2000V.

This proposal is the work of the “High Voltage Task Group” appointed by the Technical Correlating
Committee. The task group consisted of the following members: Alan Peterson, Paul Barnhart, Lanny Floyd, Alan
Manche, Donny Cook, Vince Saporita, Roger McDaniel, Stan Folz, Eddie Guidry, Tom Adams, Jim Rogers and Jim
Dollard.

The Task Group identified the demand for increasing voltage levels used in wind generation and photovoltaic systems
as an area for consideration to enhance existing NEC requirements to address these new common voltage levels.  The
task group recognized that general requirements in Chapters 1 through 4 need to be modified before identifying and
generating proposals to articles such as 690 specific for PV systems. These systems have moved above 600V and are
reaching 1000V due to standard configurations and increases in efficiency and performance.  The committee reviewed
Chapters 1 through 8 and identified areas where the task group agreed that the increase in voltage was of minimal or no
impact to the system installation.  Additionally, there were requirements that would have had a serious impact and the
task group chose not to submit a proposal for changing the voltage.  See table (supporting material) that summarizes all
sections considered by the TG.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-71     Log #2936  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dave Mercier, Southwire Company

Revise text to read as follows:
310.104 Conductor Constructions and Applications.

Insulated conductors shall comply with the applicable provisions of Table 310.104(A) through Table 310.104(E).
Informational Note: Thermoplastic insulation may stiffen at temperatures lower than -10°C (+14°F). Thermoplastic
insulation may also be deformed at normal temperatures where subjected to pressure, such as at points of support.
Thermoplastic insulation, where used on dc circuits in wet locations, may result in electroendosmosis may result in the
migration of plasticizer between the conductor and insulation. Equipment exposed to conductor terminations should be
compatible with plasticizer.

Thermoplastic insulations, such as PVC, can have plasticizer migrate between the conductor and
insulation.  Plasticizer may drip from conductor ends onto electrical equipment and compromise the equipment if
incompatible.  This change also removes the incorrect term “electroendosmosis”.  Plasticizer migration is not an
electrical phenomenon and is not limited to dc circuits or wet locations.  Working groups involved with LVDC standards
are incorrectly using this reference to disallow PVC insulated conductors in dc circuits.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-72     Log #923  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dane Matthiesen, Puget Sound Electrical Apprenticeship

Add new text to read as follows:
Notes to table:
#7 Listed wire types designated with the suffix “2”, such as RHW-2, shall be permitted to be used at a continuous  90

degrees C  (194 degrees F) operating temperature, wet or dry.
The note explaining the suffix “2” was left out of the 2008 and 2011 NEC. It was included in the 2005

NEC as a note to table 310.13. I have not been able to find it elsewhere in the NEC subsequent to the 2005 code. My
students inquire about it but I have no reference except the 2005 NEC.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-73     Log #1848  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Insulation thickness shall be permitted to be 2.03 mm (80 mils) for listed Type USE conductors that have been
subjected to special investigations. The nonmetallic covering over individual rubber-covered conductors of
aluminum-sheathed cable and of lead-sheathed or multiconductor cable shall not be required to be flame retardant. For
Type MC cable, see 330.104. For nonmetallic-sheathed cable (NM), see Article 334, Part III. For Type UF cable, see
Article 340, Part III.

"nonmetallic sheathed cable" is referred to in several ways: "nonmetallic sheathed cable", "type NM"
"type MNC" "type NMS" "NM" ....

Nonmetallic sheathed also appears to be used for other than NM cable in some cases.
Suggest that "NM" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to "nonmetallic sheathed cable"

easier and more reliable.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-74     Log #2385  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Add text to read as follows:

(5) tray cable Type TC

(2) tray cable Type TC
"Power and Control Tray Cable" is also referred to as “TC”.

Suggest that "TC" be added to all references. This will make finding all references to "Power and Control Tray Cable"
easier and more reliable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-75     Log #2815  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:

(8) Instrumentation tray cable (ITC)

(6) Instrumentation tray cable (ITC)
"Instrumentation Tray Cable" is also referred to as “ITC”

Suggest that “(ITC)” be added to all references. This will make finding all references to "Instrumentation Tray Cable"
easier and more reliable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-76     Log #2885  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:

(3) Service-entrance cable (SE) and (USE)
"(Underground) Service Entrance Cable" is also referred to as “SE” “SER” and “USE”

Suggest that "SE" and / or “(USE)” be added to all references. This will make finding all references to "(Underground)
Service Entrance Cable" easier and more reliable.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-77     Log #1124  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
Ampacities for 15 AWG cords are shown in Table 400.5(A)(1). The heading of the table contains the

type of cords. However, the cord types that are allowed to use 15 AWG conductors are not reflected in Table 400.4.
Typically, the break point of insulation thickness in Table 400.4 occurs between 16 and 14 AWG. Thus 15 AWG is not

included in the stated conductor size ranges. This proposal adds 15 AWG to various types in Table 400.4. In some
cases, the insulation thickness for 15 AWG is the same as for 18 AWG, and in some cases, the insulation 15 AWG is
the same as for 14 AWG.  These differences are based on the requirements found in the following tables of UL 62, the
Standard for Flexible Cords and Cables, 18th Edition and its associated Certification Requirements Decision (CRD)
document.

- Type SP-3, see Table 14
- Type S, SO, SOW, SOO and SOOW, see Table 15
- Type C and PD, see Table 17
- Type SPT-3, see Table 18
- Type SPE-3, see Table 19
- Type ST, STW, STO, STOW, SETO and STOOW, see Table 20
- Type SE, SEW, SEO, SEOW, SEOO and SEOOW, see Table 21
- Type HPN, see Table 27 and 28
- Type HPD, HSJ, HSJO and HSJOO, see Table 29
- Type E and EO, see Table 32
- Type EV, EVE and EVT, see Table 39A in the CRD

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-78     Log #1125  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
The trade names of Types SPT-1, SPT-1W, SPT-2, SPT-2W and SPT-3 are currently indicated as “All

plastic parallel cord” in Table 400.4.  For other similar parallel cord types such as Types SP-1 and SPE-1, the trade
name identifies the nature of the plastic as “All thermoset parallel cord” and “All elastomer (thermoplastic) parallel cord”.
Therefore, it is proposed to change the trade name of Types SPT-1, SPT-1W, SPT-2, SPT-2W and SPT-3 to “All
thermoplastic parallel cord” to make the format of the names consistent.
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 

Trade Name Type Letter Voltage AWG 
or kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer 
Covering 

mm mils 

Lamp cord C 300 
600 

18-16 
1415-10 

  18-16 
1415-10 

0.76 
1.14 

30 
45 

Cotton   

Elevator cable E     20-16 
1415-12 
12-10 
8-2 

0.51 
0.76 
1.14 
1.52 

20 
30 
45 
60 
 

  

20-16 
1415-12 
12-10 
8-2 

0.51 
0.76 
1.14 
1.52 

20 
30 
45 
60 
 

 

Elevator cable EO     20-16 
1415-12 

0.51 
0.76 

20 
30 

 Outer one.  
Three cotton, 
flame-retardant 
& moisture-
resistant. See 
Note 5. 
One cotton, and 
a neoprene 
jacket. See Note 
5. 

Electric 
vehicle cable 

EV     18-1615 
14-10 
8-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 

0.76 
(0.51) 
1.14 
(0.76) 

30 (20) 
45 (30) 

 Thermoset 

EVE     18-1615 
14-10 
8-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 

0.76 
(0.51) 
1.14 
(0.76) 

30 (20) 
45 (30) 

 Thermoplastic 
elastomer 

EVT     18-1615 
14-10 
8-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 

0.76 
(0.51) 
1.14 
(0.76) 

30 (20) 
45 (30) 

 Thermoplastic 

Heater cord HPD     18-16 
1415-12 

0.38 
0.76 

15 
30 

  

Parallel heater HPN     18-16 1.14 45   
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cord 15, 14 
12 

1.52 
2.41 

60 
95 

Thermoset 
jacketed heater 
cords 

HSJ   2, 3, or 4 Thermoset 18-16 
1514-12 

0.76 
1.14 

30 
45 

None Cotton and 
Thermoset 

HSJO   Oil-
resistant 
thermoset 

Cotton and oil-
resistant 
thermoset 

HSJOO   

Twisted 
portable cord 

PD     18-16 
1514-10 

0.76 
1.14 

30 
45 

Cotton   

Hard service 
cord 

S 600 18-2 2 or more Thermoset 18-1615 
14-10 
8-2 

0.76 
1.14 
1.52 

30 
45 
60 

None Thermoset 

Hard service 
cord 

SE 
SEW 
SEO 
SEOW 
SEOO 
SEOOW 

    18-1615 
14-10 
8-2 

0.76 
1.14 
1.52 

30 
45 
60 

  

Hard service 
cord 

SO    Thermoset 18-1615 0.76 30   
SOW   
SOO   Oil-

resistant 
thermoset 

14-10 
8-2 

1.14 
1.52 

45 
60 SOOW   

All thermoset 
parallel cord 

SP-3     18-16 
15, 14 
12 
10 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 
2.80 

60 
80 
95 
110 

  

All elastomer 
(thermoplastic) 
parallel cord 

SPE-3     18-16 
15, 14 
12 
10 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 
2.80 

60 
80 
95 
110 

  

All plastic 
parallel cord 

SPT-3     18-16 
15, 14 
12 
10 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 
2.80 

60 
80 
95 
110 

  

Hard service 
cord 

ST 
STW 
STO 
STOW 
STOO 
STOOW 

    18-1615 
14-10 
8-2 

0.76 
1.14 
1.52 

30 
45 
60 
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 
Trade Name Type Letter Voltage AWG or 

kcmil 
Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer 
Covering 

mm mils 

All 
thermoplastic 
parallel cord 

SPT-1          
SPT-1W 
See Note 15. 
SPT-2 
SPT-2W 
See Note 15. 
SPT-3 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-79     Log #1126  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
According to the Certification Requirement Decision (CRD) for UL 62, Standard for Flexible Cords and

Cables, Clause 4.8.1 and 6.2.6.1, Types EV, EVJ, EVE, EVJE, EVT and EVJT must employ oil resistant jacket (outer
covering).  For other cord types such as HPN, HSJO, HSJO, SJO, SO, SJEO, SEO, SJTO and STO which must employ
oil resistant jacket (outer covering), oil resistant is specified for the outer covering material in Table 400.4.  Therefore, it
is proposed to specify oil resistant for the outer covering material of   Types EV, EVJ, EVE, EVJE, EVT and EVJT to
make the identification of the materials consistent.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-80     Log #1127  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
Note 6 of Table 400.4 refers to Types G, G-GC, PPE and W.  However, a reference to this note is not

provided for Types G, G-GC, PPE and W in Table 400.4.  Therefore, it is proposed to add a reference to Note 6 for
Types G, G-GC, PPE and W in Table 400.4.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-81     Log #1128  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
The insulation material of flexible stage and lighting power cable Type SC is not indicated in Table

400.4.  Type SC  employs thermoset insulation since the cord type designation does not have a “E” or “T” suffix.
Therefore, it is proposed to specify “Thermoset” as the insulation material of Type SC in Table 400.4.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-82     Log #1129  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Delete the superscript ‘4’ from the entries in the column titled “Outer Covering”.
Note 4 of Table 400.4 relates to Types TPT and TST.  Note 4 is not related to Types SC, SCE and

SCT.  Therefore, it is proposed to remove the reference to Note 4 for Types SC, SCE and SCT in Table 400.4.
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 

Trade Name Type Letter Voltage AWG 
or 
kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer 
Covering 

mm mils 

Electric 
vehicle cable 

EV 600 18-500 
See 
Note 
13. 

2 or more plus 
grounding 
conductor(s), 
plus optional 
hybrid data, 
signal 
communications, 
and 
optical fiber 
cables 

Thermoset 
with optional 
nylon 
See Note 14. 

18-16 
14-10 
8-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 
 

0.76 (0.51) 
1.14 (0.76) 
1.52 (1.14) 
2.03 (1.52) 
2.41 (1.90) 
See Note 14. 

30 (20) 
45 (30) 
60 (45) 
80 (60) 
95 (75) 
See Note 
14. 

Optional Oil-resistant 
tThermoset 

EVJ 300 18-12 
See 
Note 
13. 

18-12 0.76 (0.51) 
See Note 14. 

30 (20) 
See Note 
14. 

EVE 600 18-500 
See 
Note 
13. 

2 or more plus 
grounding 
conductor(s), 
plus optional 
hybrid data, 
signal 
communications, 
and 
optical fiber 
cables 

Thermoplastic 
elastomer 
with optional 
nylon 
See Note 14. 

18-16 
14-10 
8-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 
 

0.76 (0.51) 
1.14 (0.76) 
1.52 (1.14) 
2.03 (1.52) 
2.41 (1.90) 
See Note 14. 

30 (20) 
45 (30) 
60 (45) 
80 (60) 
95 (75) 
See Note 
14. 

Oil-resistant 
tThermoplastic 
elastomer 

EVJE 300 18-12 
See 
Note 
13. 

18-12 0.76 (0.51) 
See Note 14. 

30 (20) 
See Note 
14. 

EVT 600 18-500 
See 
Note 
13. 

2 or more plus 
grounding 
conductor(s), 
plus optional 
hybrid data, 
signal 
communications, 
and 
optical fiber 
cables 

Thermoplastic 
with optional 
nylon 
See Note 14. 

18-16 
14-10 
8-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 
 

0.76 (0.51) 
1.14 (0.76) 
1.52 (1.14) 
2.03 (1.52) 
2.41 (1.90) 
See Note 14. 

30 (20) 
45 (30) 
60 (45) 
80 (60) 
95 (75) 
See Note 
14. 

Optional Oil-resistant 
tThermoplastic 

EVJT 300 18-12 
See 
Note 
13. 

18-12 0.76 (0.51) 
See Note 14. 

30 (20) 
See Note 
14. 
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 

Trade Name Type Letter Voltage AWG or 
kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer Covering 

mm mils 

Portable power 
cable 

G 
See Note 6 

2000 12-500 2-6 plus 
grounding 
conductor(s) 

Thermoset 12-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 

60 
80 
95 

 Oil-resistant 
thermoset 

G-GC 
See Note 6 

2000 12-500 3-6 plus 
grounding 
conductors 
and 1 ground 
check 
conductor 

Thermoset 12-2 
1-4/0 
250 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 

60 
80 
95 

 Oil-resistant 
thermoset 

Portable power 
cable 

PPE 
See Note 6 

2000 12-500 1-6 plus 
optional 
grounding 
conductor(s) 

Thermoplastic 
elastomer 

12-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 

60 
80 
95 

 Oil-resistant 
thermoplastic 
elastomer 

Portable power 
cable 

W 
See Note 6 

2000 12-500 
501-1000 

1-6 
1 

Thermoset 12-2 
1-4/0 
250-500 
501-1000 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 
2.80 

60 
80 
95 
110 

 Oil-resistant 
thermoset 
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 

Trade Name Type 
Letter 

Voltage AWG 
or kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer 
Covering 

mm mils 

Flexible stage 
and lighting 
power cable 

SC 
 

600 8-250 1 or more Thermoset 8-2 
1-4/0 
250 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 

60 
80 
95 

 Thermoset4 

SCE 
 

600 Thermoplastic 
elastomer 

Thermoplastic 
elastomer4 

SCT 
 

600 Thermoplastic Thermoplastic4 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-83     Log #1130  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
Note 6 of Table 400.4 is related to Types SC, SCE and SCT.  But a reference to this note is not

associated with Types SC, SCE and SCT in Table 400.4.  Therefore, it is proposed to add a reference to Note 6 for
Types SC, SCE and SCT in Table 400.4.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-84     Log #1131  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***
Types SO and SOW are available in sizes greater than 16 AWG.  Similarly, types SOO and SOOW

are available is sizes less than 14 AWG.  However, the horizontal line dividing the AWG size and insulation thickness
(see the red line in the proposal) infers that SO and SOW are only available in 18 - 16 AWG and SOO and SOOW are
only available in 14 - 2 AWG. Therefore, it is proposed to remove the horizontal line dividing the AWG size and
insulation thicknesses.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-85     Log #1135  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise tables as follows:

***Insert Table 400.4 Here***

***Insert Table 400.5(A)(1) Here***

Heater cords Types HSJOW and HSJOOW, typically used outdoors, are allowed as power supply
cords in products such as commercial cooking appliances, outdoor barbecues and coffee makers, which are covered in
UL 197, Standard for Commercial Electric Cooking Appliances (see Sec. 17.1.1), UL 1026, Standard for Electric
Household Cooking and Food Serving Appliances (see Table 11.2), and UL 1082, Standard for Household Electric
Coffee Makers and Brewing-Type Appliances (see Sec. SB5.5) respectively.  Types HSJOW and HSJOOW have
identical constructions and ratings as HSJO and HSJOO respectively with the additional requirement that these types
are suitable for wet location use. The requirements for these types are shown in UL 62, Table 25). Hence, Types
HSJOW and HSJOOW are proposed to be added into Table 400.4 and Table 400.5(A)(1).
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 

Trade Name Type 
Letter 

Voltage AWG 
or kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer 
Covering 

mm mils 

Flexible stage 
and lighting 
power cable 

SC 
See Note 6 

600 8-250 1 or more  8-2 
1-4/0 
250 

1.52 
2.03 
2.41 

60 
80 
95 

 Thermoset4 

SCE 
See Note 6 

600 Thermoplastic 
elastomer 

Thermoplastic 
elastomer4 

SCT 
See Note 6 

600 Thermoplastic Thermoplastic4 
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Remainder of table omi tted for  brevi ty 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4.) 

Trade Name Type Letter Voltage AWG 
or kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG or 
kcmil 

Nominal Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 
Conductor 

Outer Covering 

mm mils 

Hard service 
cord 

SO    Thermoset 18-16 0.76 30   
SOW   
SOO   Oil-

resistant 
thermoset 

14-10 
8-2 

1.14 
1.52 

45 
60 SOOW   
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Remainder of table omitted for brevity 
Table 400.4 Flexible Cords and Cables (See 400.4) 
Trade Name Type Letter Voltage AWG 

or 
kcmil 

Number of 
Conductors 

Insulation AWG 
Or 

Kcmil 

Nominal 
Insulation 
Thickness 

Braid on 
Each 

Conductor 

Outer 
Covering 

Use 

       mm mils      
Thermoset 
jacketed 
heater cords 

HSJ 300 18-12 2, 3, or 4 Theromoset 
 

18-16 
14-12 

0.76 
1.14 

30 
45 

None Cotton and  
Thermoset 

Portable 
or 
portable 
heater 

Damp 
locations 

Hard  
usage 

HSJO 300 18-12 Oil-resistant 
thermoset 

 Cotton and  
Oil-
resistant 
thermoset 

Damp 
and wet 
locations HSJOW 

See Note 15 
300 18-12 

HSJOO 300 18-12  Damp 
locations 

HSJOOW 
See Note 15 

300 18-12 Damp 
and wet 
locations 
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Remainder of Table omitted for brevity 
Table 400.5(A)(1) Allowable Ampacity for Flexible Cords and Cables [Based on Ambient Temperature of 
30°C (86°F). See 400.13 and Table 400.4.] 
  Thermoset Types C, E, 

EO, PD, S, SJ, SJO, 
SJOW, SJOO, 
SJOOW,SO, SOW, SOO, 
SOOW, SP-1, SP-2, SP-3, 
SRD, SV, SVO, SVOO 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Copper Conductor 
Size (AWG) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thermoplastic Types 
TPT, TST 

Thermoplastic Types ET, 
ETLB, ETP, ETT, SE, SEW, 
SEO, SEOW, SEOOW, 
SJE, SJEW, SJEO, SJEOW, 
SJEOOW,  SJT, SJTW, 
SJTO, SJTOW, SJTOO, 
SJTOOW, SPE-1, SPE-2, 
SPE-3, SPT-1, SPT-1W, 
SPT-2, SPT-2W, SPT-3, 
ST, SRDE, SRDT, STO, 
STOW, STOO, STOOW, 
SVE, SVEO, SVT, SVTO, 
SVTOO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Types HPD, HPN, HSJ, 
HSJO, HSJOO, HSJOW, 
HSJOOW 

 



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-86     Log #1148  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Russell LeBlanc, The Peterson School

Revise second sentence:
Types of flexible cords and flexible cables other than those listed described in the table Table 400.4 shall be the

subject of special investigation allowed only by special permission.
Incorrect usage of terminology. May imply that all cords and cables must be "UL listed". Cords and

cables are not required to be "listed".
Who does the "special investigation"? The local police, the FBI, CIA, NSA? It should be the AHJ.
I believe the correct terminology is in my proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-87     Log #1389  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven R. Terry, Electronic Theatre Controls Inc. / Rep. US Institute for Theatre Technology - Engineering

Commission
For types SC, SCE, and SCT, correct the note references in the Outer Covering column to

reference note 2 rather than note 4.
The note reference for SC, SCE and SCT is incorrect.  It currently points to note 4, but should point to

note 2, which covers the issue of Outer Covering being integral to insulation on certain single conductor types.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-88     Log #2491  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald W. Ankele, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

In Table 400.4, replace “Hazardous (classified) locations” with “Unclassified locations” as the use of
Types EO, ETP and ETT Elevator cables.

Chapter 5 does not permit the use of these cables in a classified hazardous location.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-89     Log #2740  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Rob Taylor, Interpower Corp.

Make the following revisions in Table 400.4:
1) On the row titled "Hard service cord", Type Letter "SE" and under column "AWG or kcmil", delete 16 and replace

with 15 and delete 10 and replace with 9.
2) On the row titled "Junior hard service cord", Type Letter "SJ" and under column "AWG or kcmil", delete 12 and

replace with 11.
3)  On the row titled "Hard service cord", Type Letter "SO" and under column "AWG or kcmil", delete 16 and replace

with 15.
4)  On the row titled "Hard service cord", Type Letter "SOO" and under column "AWG or kcmil", delete 10 and replace

with 9.
5) 3)  On the row titled "Hard service cord", Type Letter "ST" and under column "AWG or kcmil", delete 16 and replace

with 15 and delete 10 and replace with 9
Conductor sizes 9, 11 and 13 AWG, as well as the existing 17 and 15AWG, are used in flexible cords

in power supply cords used in both North America and Europe (AWG equivalents to standard metric mm²). These
AWGs need to be added to Hard Service, Junior Hard Service cord Trade Name AWG columns in Table 400.4. Note
that 9AWG is not proposed for Junior hard service cord. CANENA Technical Harmonization Subcommittee 20: Flexible
cords, which is responsible for development and maintenance of the trinational UL/CSA/ANCE standard for flexible
cords, supports the addition of 9, 11 and 13 AWG conductor sizes in that standard.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-90     Log #3273  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dillard Green, Draka Elevator Products

"In addition to conductors used for control and signaling circuits, Types E, EO, ETP, and ETT elevator cables shall be
permitted to incorporate in the construction one or more 20AWG to 24AWG telephone conductor telecommunications
pairs, one or more coaxial cables, and/or one or more optical fibers. The 20AWG conductor telecommunications pairs
shall be permitted to be covered with suitable ... "

"Elevator cables in sizes 20 AWG 24 AWG through 14 AWG are rated 300 volts, and ... "

increase conductor range for Types E, EO, ETP, and ETT elevator cables to 24-2AWG. (i.e. 20-2 24-2)
There is an increasing demand from elevator contractors and end users for providing a high rate of

data to the moving elevator car. This requires the elevator traveling cable to contain new components not currently
addressed by the NEC. These applications, such as internet protocol (IP) and Ethernet peripherals (cameras, video
displays, etc.), are standardized on CATS, CATSe, and CAT6 data communications cables. This communications
standard and related interface hardware is based on 24AWG conductors. Based on the current minimum conductor size
of 20AWG, we cannot offer a UL listed traveling cable with CATS communications components for these applications.
Acceptance of this
proposal will allow US to petition UL to also include these communications components within the scope of their
standard (UL62). Ultimately, the end user will benefit by having a wiring solution that is listed and regulated for
compliance.

These communications cables are standard within the telecommunications industry and are thus routinely specified. As
communications needs increase within the elevator environment, it is Imperative that codes are addressed to include
these within their scope.

We have produced prototype Type ETT traveling cables containing flexible CATSe 24AWG conductors. Internal life
cycle testing has proven this cable can withstand the rigors   of a traveling cable application without breaking. (See
attached test reports) In addition to internal testing, we are evaluating several test sites for long term performance and
customer satisfaction. Currently, there have been no reported problems in over a year of service.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-91     Log #1132  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 Note 3 as follows:
3All types listed in Table 400.4 shall have individual conductors twisted together except for Types HPN, SP-1, SP-2,

SP-3, SPE-1, SPE-2, SPE-3, SPT-1, SPT-2, SPT-3, SPT-1W, SPT-2W, TPT, NISP-1, NISP-2, NISPT-1, NISPT-2,
NISPE-1, NISPE-2, and three-conductor parallel versions of SRD, SRDE, and SRDT.

Type SPT-1W and SPT-2W are wet location versions of SPT-1 and SPT-2 respectively.  All four of
these types are parallel cords and the individual conductors of these cords do not have to be twisted together.  Types
SPT-1 and SPT-2 are included in Note 3, however, Types SPT-1W and SPT-2W are not included in Note 3.  Therefore,
it is proposed to add Types SPT-1W and SPT-2W to Note 3 to clarify that these types do not have individual conductors
twisted together.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-92     Log #1133  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 Note 6 as follows:
6Types G, G-GC, S, SC, SCE, SCT, SE, SEO, SEOO, SEW, SEOW, SEOOW, SO, SOO, SOW, SOOW, ST, STO,

STOO, STW, STOW, STOOW, PPE, and W shall be permitted for use on theater stages, in garages, and elsewhere
where flexible cords are permitted by this .

Types SEW, SEOW, SEOOW, SOW, SOOW, STW, STOW and STOOW have a reference to Note 6 in
Table 400.4.  However, these cord types are not included in Note 6.  Therefore, it is proposed to add these cord types in
Note 6.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-93     Log #1134  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise Table 400.4 Note 10 as follows:
10Where the voltage between any two conductors exceeds 300, but does not exceed 600, flexible cord of 10 AWG and

smaller shall have thermoset or thermoplastic insulation on the individual conductors at least 1.14 mm (45 mils) in
thickness, unless Type S, SE, SEO, SEOO, SEW, SEOW, SEOOW, SO, SOO, SOW, SOOW, ST, STO, or STOO,
STW, STOW or STOOW cord is used.

Types SEW, SEOW, SEOOW, SOW, SOOW, STW, STOW and STOOW are rated 600 V but employ
insulation with thickness of 0.76 mm (30 mils). These types are wet-rated versions of types currently indicated in Note
10.  Therefore, Note 10 is applicable to these cord types and it is proposed to add these cord types in Note 10.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-94     Log #1149  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Russell LeBlanc, The Peterson School

Revise the third sentence to read:
Where cords are used in ambient temperatures other than 30 deg. C (86 deg. F), the temperature correction factors

from Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) that correspond to the temperature rating of the cord shall be applied to the ampacity in
Table 400.5(A)(1).(, or Table 400.5(A)(2) as applicable.)

Table 400.5(A)(1) needs to be referenced. For example, it will not be possible to calculate the
ampacity of an SJTOW cord in an ambient temperature of 110 deg. F since that cord is NOT found in Table 400.5(A)(2),
but rather found in 400.5(A)(1). I realize that presently Table 400.5(A)(1) does not contain any temperature rating of
cords, but I have submitted a companion proposal for section 400.6(A) to require that temperature ratings be required
on cords. A UL listed cord or cable may have a temperature rating or temperature code marking, but not all cords or
cables are REQUIRED to be listed, so this information is needed for the end user. These 2 proposals together will make
it possible to adjust the cords for ambient temperatures other than 30 deg. C.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-95     Log #1137  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise table as follows:

***Insert Table 400.5(A)(1) Here***

Types NISP-1, NISP-2, SEOO, SJEOO, NISPE-1, NISPE-2, NISPT-1, NISPT-2, STW and SVEOO are
found in Table 400.4.  However, these cord types are not covered in Table 400.5(A)(1).  In order to specify the allowable
ampacity of these cord types, it is proposed to add them to Table 400.5(A)(1).

Types ET and ETLB are not found in Table 400.4.  According to the 2005 NEC ROP, Item 6-75 Log #3120 NEC-P06
(Table 400-4) , Type ET and ETLB were proposed to be deleted from Table 400.4 and that proposal was accepted.
Therefore, it is not necessary to specify the allowable ampacity of these cord types and it is proposed to remove these
cord types from Table 400.5(A)(1).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-96     Log #2739  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Rob Taylor, Interpower Corp.

Insert three new rows for 13, 11 and 9 AWG as follows:

***Table 400.5(A)(1) here**

Conductor sizes 9, 11 and 13 AWG, as well as the existing 17 and 15AWG, are used in flex cords in
power supply cords used in both North America and Europe (AWG equivalents to standard metric mm²). Allowable
ampacity values are needed. Proposed allowable ampacities based on ratios of existing values in table 400.5(A)(1).
CANENA Technical Harmonization Subcommittee 20: Flexible cords, which is responsible for development and
maintenance of the trinational UL/CSA/ANCE standard for flexible cords, supports the addition of 9, 11 and 13 AWG
conductor sizes in that standard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-97     Log #530  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lowell Lisker, Tyco/AFC Cable Systems, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Percent of Value in Tables 400.5 (A)(1) and 400.5 (B) (A)(2)

The referenced tables have been renumbered.
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 70/L1137/Tb 400.5(A)(1)/A2013/ROP 

 
 

Table 400.5(A)(1) Allowable Ampacity for Flexible Cords and Cables [Based on Ambient Temperature  

of 30°C (86°F). See 400.13 and Table 400.4.]  

  Thermoset Types C, E, EO, PD, S, SJ, SJO,   

  SJOW, SJOO, SJOOW, SO, SOW, SOO, SOOW,   

  SP-1, SP-2, SP-3, SRD, SV, SVO, SVOO, NISP-1, 

NISP-2
 

  

Thermoplastic Types ET, ETLB,

 
 ETP, ETT, SE,  

 SEW, SEO, SEOO,  SEOW, SEOOW, SJE, SJEW, 

SJEO, SJEOO,  

  SJEOW, SJEOOW, SJT, SJTW, SJTO, SJTOW,   

  SJTOO, SJTOOW, SPE-1, SPE-2, SPE-3, SPT-1,   

  SPT-1W, SPT-2, SPT-2W, SPT-3, NISPE-1, 

NISPE-2,  NISPT-1, NISPT-2, ST, STW, 
 

SRDE,  

Copper Conductor  Thermoplastic Types  SRDT, STO, STOW, STOO, STOOW, SVE,  Types HPD, HPN, 

HSJ,  

Size (AWG)  TPT, TST  SVEO, SVEOO, HSJO, HSJOO  SVT, SVTO, SVTOO  

 
 

Body of table deleted for  brevi ty 
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Table 400.5(A)(1)  Allowable Ampacity for Flexible Cords and Cables [Based on Ambient 
Temperature of 30°C (86°F). See 400.13 and Table 400.4.] 

Copper 
Conductor  

Size (AWG) 

  

Thermoset Types C, E, EO, PD, S, 
SJ, SJO, SJOW, SJOO, SJOOW, 

SO, SOW, SOO, SOOW, SP-1, SP-2, 
SP-3, SRD, SV, SVO, SVOO   

Thermoplastic 
Types TPT, TST 

Thermoplastic Types ET, ETLB, 
ETP, ETT, SE, SEW, SEO, SEOW, 

SEOOW, SJE, SJEW, SJEO, 
SJEOW, SJEOOW, SJT, SJTW, 

SJTO, SJTOW, SJTOO, SJTOOW, 
SPE-1, SPE-2, SPE-3, SPT-1, SPT-
1W, SPT-2, SPT-2W, SPT-3, ST, 

SRDE, SRDT, STO, STOW, STOO, 
STOOW, SVE, SVEO, SVT, SVTO, 

SVTOO 

Types HPD, 
HPN, HSJ, 

HSJO, HSJOO 
    Column A+ Column B   + 

 27* 0.5 — — — 

20 — 5** *** — 

18 — 7 10 10 

17 — 9 12 13 

16 — 10 13 15 

15 — 12 16 17 

14 — 13 15 18 17 20 — 21 

12 — 11 20 25 23 30 — 27 

10 9 — 25 30 29 35 — 34 

 8 — 35 40 — 

 6 — 45 55 — 

 4 — 60 70 — 

 2 — 80 95 — 

*Tinsel cord. 

**Elevator cables only. 

***7 amperes for elevator cables only; 2 amperes for other types. 

+The allowable currents under Column A apply to 3-conductor cords and other multiconductor cords connected to 
utilization equipment so that only 3 conductors are current-carrying. The allowable currents under Column B apply 
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to 2-conductor cords and other multiconductor cords connected to utilization equipment so that only 2 conductors 
are current-carrying. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-98     Log #1136  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise table as follows:

***Insert Table 400.5(A)(3) Here***

The tables 400.5(A) and 400.5(B) referenced in the title of Table 400.5(A)(3) were renumbered in the
2011 NEC.  The title is therefore proposed to be revised to reference the renumbered Tables 400.5(A)(1) and
400.5(A)(2).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-99     Log #1151  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Russell LeBlanc, The Peterson School

Revise second column heading to read:
Percent of Value in Tables
400.5(A) and 400.5(B)
400.5(A)(1) and 400.5(A)(2)

Table 400.5(A) and 400.5(B) do not exist in the 2011 NEC.
I have not seen this correction in any errata.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-100     Log #1150  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Russell LeBlanc, The Peterson School

Add another sentence at the end.
Required markings on tags, cords and cables shall also include the maximum operating temperature of the flexible

cord or cable.
310.120(A) does not include a temperature marking. Table 400.5(A)(1) does not include any

temperature ratings. UL listed cords or cables may include a temperature marking or temperature code, but cords are
NOT REQUIRED to be listed. If the temperature is not marked on the cord or cable it would then be impossible for an
end user to calculate the ampacity of a cord or cable in an ambient temperature of other than 30 deg. C.
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Table 400.5(A)(3) Ad just men t  Fact or s for  M or e 
Than  Th r ee 
Cu r r en t -Car r y i ng Conduct or s i n  a F lex i ble Cor d or  
Cable 
 

Number  of  
Conduct or s 

 

Per cen t  of  Value i n  Tables 
400.5(A) and 

400.5(B)400.5(A)(1) and 
400.5(A)(2) 

 
4-6 80 
7-9 70 

10-20 50 
21-30 45 
31-40 40 

41 and above 35 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-101     Log #363  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dennis Alwon, Alwon Electric Inc.

Add new text to read as follows:
Where used to power one flanged inlet or similar device, and  the one outlet that it powers, and where

the wiring between the inlet and the outlet is a Chapter 3 wiring method.
This will allow identify products used for TV’s and similar equipment, and their components that are

listed for this use as being NEC approved.   Currently these products are listed, however there is nothing in the NEC
that approves this method with the use of a rubber cord.

Specifically there are products that provide a flanged inlet that is used to power a flat screen TV or other similar
equipment from a remote location.  The wiring thru the walls would not be connected to the wiring system of the house
but would be energized only when a rubber cord, similar to a computer monitor cord, is used to energize a listed flanged
inlet from the TV’s remote units such as surge suppressors or UPS.  This flanged inlet is connected to a wiring method
approved by chapter 3.  At the other end is a standard receptacle in which the flat screen is plugged into.  This allows
the TV’s to be on the same circuit and to control ground loops that can cause problems with the TV’s.
This is a flanged inlet but the device can be similar in nature as the one in the ad I have provided.

These products are listed with two sets of cords and both flanged inlet and outlet receptacle. Without trying to endorse
a product, here is one of the products available.

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-102     Log #322  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Timothy J. Mikloiche, Town of West Hartford

Revise text to read as follows:
(5) Where concealed by walls, floors, or ceilings or where located above accessible ceilings.

The issue with flexible cords located above ceilings has been associated with rodent damage and/or
breakdown of the flexible cord that would go unnoticed. The hazard is the same when flexible cord is installed above a
"hard" ceiling that has an access panel as when it is installed above a "dropped-type", "suspended" ceiling, also
considered accessible. As currently written, locating flexible cord above a "hard" ceiling with an access panel is
permitted, however, locating the same cord above a "dropped-type" suspended ceiling is not permitted, yet the hazard is
the same. I feel this change in text will clear up this confusion and aid in consistency.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-103     Log #2233  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Cline, Monterey Park, CA

Revise text to read as follows:
(5) Where concealed by walls, floors, or permanent ceilings. or located above suspended or dropped ceilings
(6) Where located above suspended or dropped ceilings unless in compliance with 400.7(A)(8) and with a listed cord

set not more than 1.0 m (39 in.) in length
[Change existing (6) to (7) and (7) to (8).]

The purpose of this change is to recognize that short listed cord sets for appliances above suspended
or dropped ceilings (such as for condensate pumps, wireless network and alarm devices) do not present a significant
fire-load hazard within these spaces.  Splitting item (5) into two items will allow the new wording involving installations
above suspended or dropped ceilings to be clear; renumbering existing (6) and (7) is required due to the new item (6).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-104     Log #273  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Stanley J. Folz, Morse Electric Company

Revise text to read as follows:
Informational Note: Some methods of preventing pull on a cord from being transmitted to joints or terminals are

knotting the cord, winding with tape, and identified fittings designed for the purpose.
The TCC Usability Task Group is comprised of Stanley Folz, James Dollard, Bill Fiske and David

Hittinger.  This task group was assigned by the TCC Chair to review the use of the phrase “designed for the purpose”
throughout the NEC.  There are twelve instances of its use.

By definition, identified equipment is suitable for its intended purpose (see definition of Identified in Article 100).  Many
things not defined for a specific purpose are nonetheless suitable for that purpose, and are thus "identified." 
Substituting "identified" for the word(s) to be replaced conforms to 3.2.4 of the NEC Style Manual, that says, "recognized
or defined terms are to be used in preference to similar terms that do not have such recognition."

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-105     Log #1123  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan L. Stene, Underwriters Laboratories

Revise text to read as follows:

A conductor intended to be used as an equipment grounding conductor shall have a continuous identifying marker
readily distinguishing it from the other conductor or conductors. Conductors having a continuous green color or a
continuous green color with one or more yellow stripes shall not be used for other than equipment grounding
conductors. Cords or cables consisting of integral insulation and jacket without a non-integral grounding conductor may
be green. The identifying marker shall consist of one of the methods in 400.23(A) or (B).

The use of green insulation for grounding is understood, however cords or cables consisting of integral
insulation and jacket without a non-integral grounding conductor where connected to equipment not required to be
grounded shall not be considered a hazard or misuse of the cords or cables.

A companion proposal has been submitted for 250.119.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-106     Log #531  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lowell Lisker, Tyco/AFC Cable Systems, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Part III applies to single and multiconductor portable cables used to connect mobile equipment and machinery.

Portable power cables, such as types W and PPE, can be manufactured as single conductor cables as
allowed in Table 400.4.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-107     Log #2574  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Wendell Whistler, Dallas, OR

Revise text to read as follows:
Article 402 Fixture Wires Conductors  used in Luminaires.

Change reference to Fixture wire to Conductors used in Luminaires where ever it appears in Article 402.
With the removal of the term lighting fixture from the code it appears that the title heading needs to be

updated to reflect the change in term from light fixture to luminaire.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-108     Log #1956  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan  R. Althouse, Michigan State University

Add the word copper wire to the title of Table 402.5 to read as follows:

Even when a wire type is not specified it is understood to be copper, other tables specify copper when
that is the only material that is intended to be used, and the word copper needs to also be added to this table’s title to
avoid any misunderstandings.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-109     Log #2638b  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John R. Kovacik, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Update the references to UL Standards in the Informational Notes as shown below:
5. Class B stranding is listed as well as solid for some sizes. Its overall diameter and area is that of its circumscribing

circle.
Informational Note: The construction information is in accordance with NEMA WC/70-2009 or ANSI/UL 1581- 2001

2011. The resistance is calculated in accordance with National Bureau of Standards Handbook 100, dated 1966, and
Handbook 109, dated 1972.

References to UL Standards in the NEC should reflect  the current edition.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-110     Log #262  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gerald Newton, electrician2.com (National Electrical Resource Center)

Revise text to read as follows:
(6) For combinations of conductors of different sizes, use Table 5 and Table 5A for dimensions of conductors and

Table 4 for the applicable conduit or tubing dimensions for conductors and cables.
Since the fill requirements apply to both conductors and optical fiber cables the term cables should be

included since optical fiber cables are not considered to be conductors.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-111     Log #2237  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Cline, Monterey Park, CA

Add new text to read as follows:
"...sizes, use actual dimensions or Table 5 and...".

Not all conductor sizes can possibly be represented within the Tables. I think that actual conductor
size data should always be allowable to use for fill calculations. However, Note (1) and Note (6), which give specific
instruction, could imply that this was not allowed. There must be some allowable method for conductors not in the
Tables to have allowable fill calculated. Note (1) is addressed in another Proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-112     Log #3246  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David M. Campbell, AFC Cable Systems, Inc.

Add a new note  (10) to the table
(10) The values for approximate conductor diameter & area shown in Table 5 are based on worst case scenario and
indicate Round Concentric-Lay-Stranded Conductors. Solid and Round Concentric-Lay-Stranded are grouped together
for the purpose of Table 5. Round Compact-Stranded Conductors values are shown in Table 5a.

Based on proposals 6-178, 8-282, and comment 8-130 of the 2011cycle the tables needed to be
reviewed for accuracy. Before updating Table C a review of Tables 4, 5, 5a was required. Clarifying that stranded values
are used in the table 5 is not solid.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-113     Log #1592  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors

Delete current Table 5 and replace with a new Revised Table 5.
Table 5 in current form is shown for comparative analysis.
It is recommended that the reviewer(s) try a conduit fill calculation with the current table and a different calculation with

the revised table. A singular section of one table is shown as an example. It is recommended that all conductor type
tables be changed.

This table revision places the Approximate Area in square inches closer to the wire types and sizes allowing for easier
and more accurate use of Table 5.

***Insert Current Table 5 Here***

***Insert Revised Table 5 Here***

Table 5 - Chapter 9 in its current state is difficult to use accurately, primarily due to the orientation of
the columns and lack of horizontal gridlines. The column most often utilized for fill calculations is the Approx. Conductor
Area, which is currently located at the extreme right of the page. Conduit fill calculations require great care due to the
need to access and reaccess 4-digit decimal values.

By repositioning the columns as shown in the enclosed examples, the tables become more user friendly and the likely
hood of errors is diminished.
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Table 5  Dimensions of Insulated Conductors and Fixture Wires Proposed Revision of Chapter 9 – Table 5 

Type Size (AWG or 
kcmil) 

Approximate Area Approximate Diameter 

mm2 in.2 mm in. 

Type: FFH-2, RFH-1, RFH2, RHH*, RHW*, RHW-2*, RHH, RHW, RHW-2, SF-1, SF-2, SFF-1, SFF-2, 
TF, TFF, THHW, THW, THW-2, TW, XF, XFF 

RFH-2 

  FFH-2 

18 

16 

9.355 

11.10 

0.0145 

0.0172 

3.454 

3.759 

0.136 

0.148 

RHH, RHW 

  RHW-2 

14 

12 

18.90 

22.77 

0.0293 

0.0353 

4.902 

5.385 

0.193 

0.212 

 10 

8 

6 

4 

3 

2 

1 

28.19 

53.87 

67.16 

86.00 

98.13 

112.9 

171.6 

0.0437 

0.0835 

0.1041 

0.1333 

0.1521 

0.1750 

0.2660 

5.994 

8.280 

9.246 

10.46 

11.18 

11.99 

14.78 

0.236 

0.326 

0.364 

0.412 

0.440 

0.472 

0.582 

 1/0 

2/0 

3/0 

4/0 

196.1 

226.1 

262.7 

306.7 

0.3039 

0.3505 

0.4072 

0.4754 

15.80 

16.97 

18.29 

19.76 

0.622 

0.668 

0.720 

0.778 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-114     Log #3248  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David M. Campbell, AFC Cable Systems, Inc.

Revise Table 5 as follows:

***Insert Table 5 Here***
Based on proposals 6-178, 8-282, and comment 8-130 of the 2011 cycle the tables needed to be

reviewed for accuracy. Before updating Table C a review of Tables 4, 5 5a was required. I reviewed all of the insulation
types of Table 5 against multiple UL standards. The referenced UL documentation could nto be included with this
proposal due to copyright issues. Table 5a was left unchanged as these values are denoted as from industry sources
not from specfic UL standards.

Summary of changes
Added insulation type RFHH-2 for 18 & 16 AWG
Added insulation types TF & TFF for 18 AWG for 18 AWG. Rounding correction for area to .0088" from .008"
Added insulation type PFA for 1 AWG
Added insulation type ZHF for 18 & 16 AWG
Rounding correction for XHHW, XHHW-2, & XHH for 1500 KCMIL area to 2.0156' from 2.0157"
Corrections to the diameter and area for insulation types KF-2 & KFF-2 for 18, 16, & 12 AWG
I have provided Table 5a as Supporting Material.
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-115     Log #2925  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert H. Wills, Intergrid, LLC

Revise Tables 8 & 9, Chapter 9 to remove inconsistencies and inaccuracies.
Change headings of Table 9:
Alternating-Current Resistance Impedance for Uncoated Copper Wires
Alternating-Current Resistance Impedance for Aluminum Wires

This proposal was developed by a subgroup of the NEC DC Task Force of the Technical Correlating
Committee. The Task Force is chaired by John R. Kovacik, Underwriters Laboratories. The subgroup members are
Robert Wills, Intergrid, LLC - subgroup lead), Audie Spina (Armstrong Industries) and David Geary (Starline DC
Solutions).
1/ There are discrepancies between Tables 8 & 9 that may just be the effects of rounding, but the ac resistance
(technical impedance) can never be less than the dc resistance of a conductor as Z = R + jXL.
Example: #10 solid is shown as 3.982 Ohms/km dc and 3.9 Ohms/km ac. The ac impedance should be rounded up to
4.0 Ohms/km.
2/ The term AC Resistance in Table 9 is misleading; should one then add the inductive reactance to obtain impedance?
Is it equivalent resistance including skin effect, or total effective impedance (which is required for voltage drop
calculations).
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Table 5  Dimensions of Insulated Conductors and Fixture Wires 

Type 

Size 
(AWG or 

kcmil) 

  Approximate Diameter   Approximate Area 

  mm in.   mm in.2 2 

RFH-2,  
FFH-2, 
RFHH-2 

Type: FFH-2, RFH-1, RFH-2, RHH*, RHW*, RHW-2*, RHH, RHW, RHW-2, SF-1, SF-2, 
SFF-1, SFF-2, TF, TFF, THHW, THW, THW-2, TW, XF, XFF 

18   3.454 0.136   9.355 0.0145 

16   3.759 0.148   11.10 0.0172 

RHH, RHW, 
RHW-2 

14   4.902 0.193   18.90 0.0293 

12   5.385 0.212   22.77 0.0353 

10   5.994 0.236   28.19 0.0437 

8   8.280 0.326   53.87 0.0835 

6   9.246 0.364   67.16 0.1041 

4   10.46 0.412   86.00 0.1333 

3   11.18 0.440   98.13 0.1521 

2   11.99 0.472   112.9 0.1750 

1   14.78 0.582   171.6 0.2660 

1/0   15.80 0.622   196.1 0.3039 

2/0   16.97 0.668   226.1 0.3505 

3/0   18.29 0.720   262.7 0.4072 

4/0   19.76 0.778   306.7 0.4754 

250   22.73 0.895   405.9 0.6291 

300   24.13 0.950   457.3 0.7088 

350   25.43 1.001   507.7 0.7870 

400   26.62 1.048   556.5 0.8626 

500   28.78 1.133   650.5 1.0082 

600   31.57 1.243   782.9 1.2135 

700   33.38 1.314   874.9 1.3561 

750   34.24 1.348   920.8 1.4272 

800   35.05 1.380   965.0 1.4957 

900   36.68 1.444   1057 1.6377 

1000   38.15 1.502   1143 1.7719 
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1250   43.92 1.729   1515 2.3479 

1500   47.04 1.852   1738 2.6938 

1750   49.94 1.966   1959 3.0357 

2000   52.63 2.072   2175 3.3719 

SF-2, SFF-2 18   3.073 0.121   7.419 0.0115 

16    3.378 0.133   8.968 0.0139 

14   3.759 0.148   11.10 0.0172 

SF-1, SFF-1 18   2.311 0.091   4.194 0.0065 

RFH-1, TF, 
TFF, XF, XFF 

18   2.692 0.106   5.161 

TF, TFF, XF, 
XFF 

0.0088 

16   2.997 0.118   7.032 0.0109 

TW, XF, XFF, 
THHW, THW, 
THW-2 

14   3.378 0.133   8.968 0.0139 

TW, THHW, 
THW, THW-2 

12   3.861 0.152   11.68 0.0181 

10   4.470 0.176   15.68 0.0243 

8   5.994 0.236   28.19 0.0437 

RHH*, 
RHW*, RHW-
2* 

14   4.140 0.163   13.48 0.0209 

RHH*, 
RHW*, RHW-
2*, XF, XFF 

12   4.623 0.182   16.77 0.0260 

RHH,* 
RHW,* RHW-
2,* XF, XFF 

Type: RHH*, RHW*, RHW-2*, THHN, THHW, THW, THW-2, TFN, TFFN, THWN, 
THWN-2, XF, XFF 

10   5.232 0.206   21.48 0.0333 

RHH*, 
RHW*, RHW-
2* 

8   6.756 0.266   35.87 0.0556 

TW, THW, 
THHW, THW-
2, RHH*, 
RHW*, RHW-
2* 

6   7.722 0.304   46.84 0.0726 

4   8.941 0.352   62.77 0.0973 

3   9.652 0.380   73.16 0.1134 

2   10.46 0.412   86.00 0.1333 

1   12.50 0.492   122.6 0.1901 

1/0   13.51 0.532   143.4 0.2223 
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2/0   14.68 0.578   169.3 0.2624 

3/0   16.00 0.630   201.1 0.3117 

4/0   17.48 0.688   239.9 0.3718 

250   19.43 0.765   296.5 0.4596 

300   20.83 0.820   340.7 0.5281 

350   22.12 0.871   384.4 0.5958 

400   23.32 0.918   427.0 0.6619 

500   25.48 1.003   509.7 0.7901 

600   28.27 1.113   627.7 0.9729 

700   30.07 1.184   710.3 1.1010 

750   30.94 1.218   751.7 1.1652 

800   31.75 1.250   791.7 1.2272 

900   33.38 1.314   874.9 1.3561 

1000   34.85 1.372   953.8 1.4784 

1250   39.09 1.539   1200 1.8602 

1500   42.21 1.662   1400 2.1695 

1750   45.11 1.776   1598 2.4773 

2000   47.80 1.882   1795 2.7818 

TFN, TFFN 18   2.134 0.084   3.548 0.0055 

16   2.438 0.096   4.645 0.0072 

THHN, 
THWN, 
THWN-2 

14    2.819 0.111   6.258 0.0097 

12   3.302 0.130   8.581 0.0133 

10   4.166 0.164   13.61 0.0211 

8   5.486 0.216   23.61 0.0366 

6   6.452 0.254   32.71 0.0507 

4   8.230 0.324   53.16 0.0824 

3   8.941 0.352   62.77 0.0973 

2   9.754 0.384   74.71 0.1158 

1   11.33 0.446   100.8 0.1562 

1/0   12.34 0.486   119.7 0.1855 

2/0    13.51 0.532   143.4 0.2223 

3/0   14.83 0.584   172.8 0.2679 

4/0   16.31 0.642   208.8 0.3237 
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250    18.06 0.711   256.1 0.3970 

300   19.46 0.766   297.3 0.4608 

THHN, 
THWN, 
THWN-2 

Type: FEP, FEPB, PAF, PAFF, PF, PFA, PFAH, PFF, PGF, PGFF, PTF, PTFF, TFE, 
THHN, THWN, THWN-2, Z, ZF, ZFF 

350   20.75 0.817   338.2 0.5242 

400   21.95 0.864   378.3 0.5863 

500   24.10 0.949   456.3 0.7073 

600   26.70 1.051   559.7 0.8676 

700   28.50 1.122   637.9 0.9887 

750    29.36 1.156   677.2 1.0496 

800   30.18 1.188   715.2 1.1085 

900   31.80 1.252   794.3 1.2311 

1000   33.27 1.310   869.5 1.3478 

PF, PGFF, 
PGF, PFF, 
PTF, PAF, 
PTFF, PAFF 

18   2.184 0.086   3.742 0.0058 

16   2.489 0.098   4.839 0.0075 

PF, PGFF, 
PGF, PFF, 
PTF, PAF, 
PTFF, PAFF, 
TFE, FEP, 
PFA, FEPB, 
PFAH 

14   2.870 0.113   6.452 0.0100 

TFE, FEP, 
PFA, FEPB, 
PFAH 

12   3.353 0.132   8.839 0.0137 

10   3.962 0.156   12.32 0.0191 

8   5.232 0.206   21.48 0.0333 

6   6.198 0.244   30.19 0.0468 

4   7.417 0.292   43.23 0.0670 

3   8.128 0.320   51.87 0.0804 

2   8.941 0.352   62.77 0.0973 

TFE, PFAH, 
PFA 

1   10.72 0.422   90.26 0.1399 

TFE, PFA, 
PFAH, Z 

1/0   11.73 0.462   108.1 0.1676 

2/0   12.90 0.508   130.8 0.2027 

3/0   14.22 0.560   158.9 0.2463 

4/0   15.70 0.618   193.5 0.3000 
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ZF, ZFF, ZHF 18   1.930 0.076   2.903 0.0045 

16   2.235 0.088   3.935 0.0061 

Z, ZF, ZFF 14   2.616 0.103   5.355 0.0083 

Z 12   3.099 0.122   7.548 0.0117 

10   3.962 0.156   12.32 0.0191 

8   4.978 0.196   19.48 0.0302 

6   5.944 0.234   27.74 0.0430 

4   7.163 0.282   40.32 0.0625 

3   8.382 0.330   55.16 0.0855 

2   9.195 0.362   66.39 0.1029 

1   10.21 0.402   81.87 0.1269 

XHHW, ZW, 
XHHW-2, 
XHH 

Type: KF-1, KF-2, KFF-1, KFF-2, XHH, XHHW, XHHW-2, ZW 

14   3.378 0.133   8.968 0.0139 

12   3.861 0.152   11.68 0.0181 

10   4.470 0.176   15.68 0.0243 

8   5.994 0.236   28.19 0.0437 

6   6.960 0.274   38.06 0.0590 

4   8.179 0.322   52.52 0.0814 

3   8.890 0.350   62.06 0.0962 

2   9.703 0.382   73.94 0.1146 

XHHW, 
XHHW-2, 
XHH 

1   11.23 0.442   98.97 0.1534 

1/0   12.24 0.482   117.7 0.1825 

2/0   13.41 0.528   141.3 0.2190 

3/0    14.73 0.58   170.5 0.2642 

4/0   16.21 0.638   206.3 0.3197 

250   17.91 0.705   251.9 0.3904 

300    19.30 0.76   292.6 0.4536 

350   20.60 0.811   333.3 0.5166 

400   21.79 0.858   373.0 0.5782 

500    23.95 0.943   450.6 0.6984 

600   26.75 1.053   561.9 0.8709 

700   28.55 1.124   640.2 0.9923 

750   29.41 1.158   679.5 1.0532 
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800   30.23 1.190   717.5 1.1122 

900   31.85 1.254   796.8 1.2351 

1000    33.32 1.312   872.2 1.3519 

1250   37.57 1.479   1108 1.7180 

1500   40.69 1.602   1300 

1750 

2.0156 

  43.59 1.716   1492 2.3127 

2000   46.28 1.822   1682 2.6073 

KF-2, KFF-2 18   1.575   0.062 2 

16 

0.003 

  1.88   0.074 2.839 

14 

0.0043 

  2.286 0.090   4.129 0.0064 

12   2.743   0.108 6 

10 

0.0092 

  3.378 0.133   8.968 0.0139 

KF-1, KFF-1 18   1.448 0.057   1.677 0.0026 

16   1.753 0.069   2.387 0.0037 

14   2.134 0.084   3.548 0.0055 

12   2.616 0.103   5.355 0.0083 

10   3.226 0.127   8.194 0.0127 

*Types RHH, RHW, and RHW-2 without outer covering. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark T. Rochon, Peabody, MA

Add new text to read as follows:
#4 Solid 0.2043 O. D. (in.) 1 stranding.

Solid #4 CU is being installed for bonding and grounding electrode conductors. This conductor is not
listed as a single stranded (solid conductor) in the table.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6-117     Log #2939  NEC-P06

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dave Mercier, Southwire Company

Add new footnote to Table 10
Add superscript c to Aluminum Column, “Class Bc”
Add footnote to table.
c Compact aluminum conductors with a lesser number of strands are allowed based on an evaluation for connectability.

Table 10 appears to state that Class B conductor strand count shown for aluminum conductors would
not allow a lower strand count even though a reduced strand count is allowed in UL 44 and other wire and cable
standards.   UL 44 table states that “conductors with a lesser number of strands shall be allowed based on an evaluation
for connectability”.
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David M. Campbell, AFC Cable Systems, Inc.

Make the following changes to the Tables C.1 through C.12(A):
1) Add  insulation types THHW, THW, & THW-2 to TW for 14, 12, 10, & 8 AWG
2) Remove insulation types  THHW, THW, & THW-2 from RHH*, RHW*, RHW-2*
3) Remove insulation types  PFAH &TFE for 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, & 4/0
4) Add insulation type RFHH-2 to RFH-2, FFH-2, for 18 & 16 AWG
Remove insulation type RFHH-2 from RFH-1,  XF, XFF, for 18 & 16 AWG
Add insulation type TF & TFF to RFH-1,  XF, XFF, for 18 & 16 AWG
Remove insulation type HF & HFF from ZF, ZFF, ZHF, for 18, 16, & 14 AWG

Also, add additional trade sizes based on requirements if applicable. 3/8 thru 6 for all conduits and tubing. For
example, compact and fixture wire only went up to 2 trade size. I was not sure why the 2 trade size restriction.

Based on proposals 6-178, 8-282, and comment 8-130 of the 2011cycle the tables needed to be
reviewed for accuracy. Before updating Table C a review of Tables 4, 5, 5a was required.

Summary of Changes:
Added  insulation types THHW, THW, & THW-2 to TW for 14, 12, 10, & 8 AWG
Removed insulation types  THHW, THW, & THW-2 from RHH*, RHW*, RHW-2*
Removed insulation types  PFAH &TFE for 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, & 4/0
Added insulation type RFHH-2 to RFH-2, FFH-2, for 18 & 16 AWG
Removed insulation type RFHH-2 from RFH-1,  XF, XFF, for 18 & 16 AWG
Added insulation type TF & TFF to RFH-1,  XF, XFF, for 18 & 16 AWG
Removed insulation type HF & HFF from ZF, ZFF, ZHF, for 18, 16, & 14 AWG

Also added additional trade sizes based on requirements if applicable. 3/8 thru 6 for all conduits and tubing. For
example, compact and fixture wire only went up to 2 trade size. I was not sure why the 2 trade size restriction.

The exact values for area from tables 4, 5, and 5a were used in the calculations.
Conduit area x 40% divided by conductor area if resultant is greater than 2 Determine if value has a decimal greater
than or equal to .8.  If True = Take integer value of  (Conduit area x 40% divided by conductor area) plus 1 IF False =
Take integer value of  (Conduit area x 40% divided by conductor area)

Conduit area x 31% divided by conductor area if resultant is greater than 1 Determine if value has a decimal greater
than or equal to .8. If True = Take integer value of  (Conduit area x 31% divided by conductor area) plus 1 IF False =
Take integer value of  (Conduit area x 31% divided by conductor area)

Conduit area x 53% divided by conductor area if resultant is greater than or equal to .8 If True = Take integer value of
(Conduit area x 53% divided by conductor area) plus 1 IF False = Take integer value of  (Conduit area x 53% divided by
conductor area)

I have provided revised tables reflecting the changes requested in the recomendation.
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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David H. Kendall, Thomas & Betts Corporation

Add the following example calculation to Informative Annex D as Example D14:
Example D14 Ampacity Calculation for Conductors on a Roof Top Installed in EMT.
What is the ampacity of (4) #8 THWN-2 cu conductors in EMT exposed to direct sunlight in an ambient temperature of

100 degrees F, and located 3 in. above a roof?
Reference: Section and Table 310.15(B)(3)(c), 310.15(B)(3), Table 310.5(B)(16), Table 310.15(B)(2)(a).
Per Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) and since the EMT is supported 3 in. above the roof a Temperature Adder of 40 degrees F

needs to be added to the ambient temperature of 100 degrees F, which equals 140 degrees F.
Since we have 4 #8 in the raceway, Section 310.15(B)(3) applies and an adjustment of 80% from Table

310.15(B)(3)(a) needs to be used on the values from Table 310.15(B)(16).
Looking at Table 310.15(B)(16) we see an ampacity of 55 amps is assigned for copper THWN-2 with a temperature

rating 90 degrees C.
80% of 55 amps is 44 amps.
Per Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) the correction factors for the 140 degree F ambient temperature indicate that we need to

further reduce the ampacity by multiplying the allowable ampacity by a correction factor of 0.71 for the 90 degree C
conductor.

Therefore, the maximum capacity of the #8 THWN-2 Copper conductor is 31.2 amps for the 90 degree C conductor.
This proposed example helps the user to better understand the calculation for adjusting the ampacity

of a conductor when installed inside a raceway on a rooftop. This example has been used for inspector meetings and
apprentice training based on frequently asked questions.
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